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ABSTRACT 

This report is a user's manual for the fault tree computer codes IMPORTANCE 

and GATE. These codes accept as input (I) the min cut sets generated from the 

computer code FT AP and (2) the basic event data, failure rates and fault 

duration times. IMPORTANCE computes and produces as output the following 

Top Event Characteristics: 

e System unavai lobi I ity 

e Expected number of system failures 

e Top Event rate (rate of system failure) 

e Mean time to occurrence of the Top Event 

e Mean Duration time of the Top Event 

GATE computes the above characteristics for each gate event in the fault tree. 

In addition, IMPORTANCE computes various measures of deterministic and 

probabilistic importance (i.e., sensitivity) for basic events and min cut sets. 

These measures can aid an analyst in determining weaknesses in a system .and 

suggest the optimal course of system upgrade for improvement of system safety 

or reliability. Simple examples as well as an actual analysis conducted in 

industry are used to interpret the meaning and demonstrate the possible uses of 

the computer output. 

The report also describes concepts which are important in computing interval 

reliability for control systems and for analysis of catastropic Top Events. These 

concepts include: 

e Critical System States 

• Initiating Events 

• Enabling Events 

The differences in meaning between system unavailability, system unreliability, 

the expected number of system failures and the importance measures computed 

in terms of these expressions are explained. 



1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The first version of the fault tree computer code, IMPORTANCE, was developed 

in 1975 at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. The code was written as part of a 

Ph.D. thesis entitled "Fault Trees for Decision Making in Systems Analysis."( 1) 

Several examples of the use of the code are presented in the thesis. 

IMPORTANCE computes various measures of system performance for systems 

which have been modeled in terms of a fault tree with a Top Event. Some of 

these measures are: 

e System unavailability 

e Expected number of system failures 

e Top Event rate (rate of system failure) 

e Mean time to occurrence of the Top Event 

e Mean duration time of the Top Event 

The code computes various measures of probabilistic importance (sensitivity) for 
. * 

basic events and for system modes of failure called the min cut sets. These 

measures can aid an analyst in determining weaknesses in a system and suggest 

the optimal course of system upgrade. Analysis of most non-trivial systems 

produces an enormous number of min cut sets. A sensitivity analysis is necessary 

in identifying important contributors because it is virtually impossible for an 

analyst to visually inspect all the min cut sets and make an assessment of the 

relative contribution of a component to system failure. This is particularly true 

if (I) basic events appear in many cut sets (i.e., components are replicated) and 

(2) basic events have varying failure rates and fault duration times. 

* Basic events represent the limit of resolution in fault tree analysis and are 
events such as human error, hardware failure and environmental conditions 
for which probabilistic data exist. 
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IMPORTANCE has been revised so that its calculations can be used for interval 

reliability analysis and for probabilistic analysis of control systems. Also 

emphasized is that the engineering analysis necessary to construct the fault tree 

must also be applied in the reliability calculations. 

This report describes the newer version of IMPORTANCE and another computer 

code called GATE. GATE computes the measures of system performance for 

each gate event in the fault tree and accepts output from the computer code 

FTAP as input.(2) In addition, this report is a user's manual for both computer 

codes, IMPORTANCE and GATE. These codes have been developed by TERA 

Corporation for E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 

The computer code IMPORTANCE has been revised so that its calculations can be 

used for reliability analysis of control systems. These calculations are based on 

the concept of interval reliability which is relevant when the system is required 

to operate over an interval of time without failure. System unavailability, which 

is a measure of performance at one point in time, is meaningless for analysis of 

catastrophic system events. Examples of Top Events which require interval 

reliability analysis are: 

• "Explosion of butadiene chemical reactor" 

• "Inadvertent launch of ballistic missile" 

• "Auxiliary feedwater system fai Is to operate for 24 hours 
following loss of main feedwater" 

• "Device fires upon inadvertent arming" 

• "Security system vulnerable to theft of Special NuClear 
Material" 

As suggested by the listing of the Top Events above, interval reliability analysis 

is applicable to a wide range of systems, e.g., 

• Chemical processing systems 

• Aerospace systems 
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e Nuclear systems 

• Weapon systems 

One measure of sensitivity computed by the code is expressed in terms of system 

unavailability. For this measure, we are interested in events that quantitatively 

contribute to the downtime of the system. Other measures are computed in 

terms of the expected number of system failures (the integral of Top Event rate 

over the mission time) which is a measure of system performance over an 

interval of time. For this measure, we are interested in events which contribute 

to or cause the system to make a transit ion from the unfai led to the failed state. 

System unreliability, the probability of one or more failures, is another meausre 

of system performance over an interval of time. When system failure is rare 

over the mission time (which is true for many systems analyzed by fault tree 

analysis), then the expected number of system failures is an accurate approxima

tion to system unreliability. 

Concepts of availability and interval reliability can be explained in terms of an 

example involving an airplane flight. Whether the plane checks out okay before 

takeoff is a question of availability. Given successful takeoff, whether the plane 

can fly to the destination is a question of reliability. The same analogy applies 

to engineered safeguard systems designed to mitigate the effects of a loss of 

coolant accident at a nuclear power plant. 

Interval reliability analysis requires that two types of basic events be identified: 

Initiating Events cause a perturbation of system variables 
from their normal value.* 

• Enabling Events permit initiating events to cause the Top 
Event (also known as "demand" failures) 

* The basic starting point for the construction of event trees and cause 
consequence diagrams is the identification of initiating events. 
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For example in weapon systems, enabling events could be events that inadver

tantly arm a device. Initiating events are events that fire the device given 

inadvertant arming. As another exmaple, an enabling event could represent loss 

of redundancy in a system-loss of the other redundant component then repre

sents the initiating event which causes the Top Event to occur. 

In the context of control systems, initiating events perturb system variables and 

place a demand on the control system to respond. 

Enabling events inactivate control loops and include events such as: 

e Control device inactive 

e Relay contacts fail to respond 

e Operator fails to respond 

The time required for the initiating event to cause the Top Event is generally 

small, hence the probability of another component failing during this time is 

small. However, the time in many cases is long enough to consider mitigative 

action from the operator. Following :this reasoning, enabling events representing 

component failures generally occur before the occurrence of the initiating event 

whereas events involving the operator fai I ing to respond occur after the 

occurrence of the initiating event. The occurrence of the enabling event is 

conditional (in a statistical sense) on the occurrence of the initiating event. This 

implies that the order in which events occur is important in interval reliability 

analysis. Table I-I categorizes initiating and enabling events for simple 

negative feedback and feedforward loops. Note that reversal of a control device 

on a negative feedforward loop (NFFL) causes the loop to be positive. Another 

system disturbance is required to perturb system variables since positive 

feedforward loops do not amplify noise like positive feedback loops do. For this 

reason, a reversal of a control device on a NFFL is an enabling event. 

It is important to note that the engineer who constructed the fault tree need not 

be separated from the quantitative analysis. For example, in the Reactor Safety 
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TABLE 1-1 

NEGATIVE NEGATIVE 
EVENT FEEDBACK FEEDFORWARD 

LOOP LOOP 

CONTROL 
DEVICE ENABLER ENABLER 
INACTIVE 

CONTROL 
DEVICE INITIATOR ENABLER 
FAILS HIGH 
OR LOW 

CONTROL 
DEVICE INITIATOR ENABLER 
REVERSED 

EXTERNAL 
DISTURBANCE INITIATOR INITIATOR 
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Study, fault tree analysts supplied information on failure rates and fault duration 

times. Fault tree analysts must also identify enabling events and initiating 

events. Failure of some components can be either enabling, or initiating - zero 

gain or "stuck" failures are enablers, initiators are the fai I high or low modes. 

It is important to note that in some cases an event can be either an initiating or 

enabling event. For example, consider a redundant system of two components 

whose failure will cause system failure. The component that fails first is.an 

enabling event - the component that fails last is the initiating event. A similar 

example with this property is a fire caused by the two events listed below which 

can occur in either order: 

• Spill of flammable material 

• Ignition source present 

A useful feature of IMPORTANCE is the ease with which the code can handle 

enabling gate events in the fault tree. No separate analysis of this gate event is 

required. In the IMPORTANCE input the analyst simply indicates that all basic 

events below the gate event are enabling events. 

In the next section we explain, in terms of examples, the probabilistic calcula

tions computed in IMPORTANCE and GATE. The importance of identifying 

initiating and enabling events for interval reliability analysis is shown. 

In Sections 3.0 and 4.0 we explain the input specifications for the computer 

codes IMPORTANCE and GATE. We use the simple example of a Pressure Tank 

System to interpret the meaning of the computer output. As illustrated in 

Section 5.0, many of the concepts and ideas presented in the reliability anlysis of 

the Pressure Tank system can be directly extended to the design of chemical 

processing systems and more generally to control systems. In this section we 

describe how duPont Co. has used IMPORTANCE to improve the safety of a 

chlorine vaporizer system. In Section 6.0, we describe potential future develop

ments of IMPORTANCE and GATE. 

The reader who is interested only in the input specifications to IMPORTANCE 

should go directly to Section 3.3. 
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2.0 PROBABILISTIC CALCULATIONS OF IMPORTANCE Af\D GATE 

To explain the probabilistic calculations of IMPORTANCE and GATE, we discuss 

the following topics: 

e Reliability concepts 

e The assumptions in the probabilistic calculations 

e Flowsheet representing the reliability calculations of 
IMPORTANCE 

e Reliability network diagrams 

e System unavailability 

e Expected number of system failures 

e Asymptotic Top Event characteristics 

e Bound to system (un)reliabi lity 

e Probabilistic importance 

2.1 RELIABILITY CONCEPTS 

Availability 

The term "availability" will be used in two distinct senses: 

(I) Availability = Probability that a system 
works upon demand 

(2) Availability at time t = Probability that a system is 
working at time t 

(a component can be considered to be a system) 

Definition (I) is applicable to standby safety systems which change state upon 

demand. 
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Definition (2) is applicable to systems containing repairable components with 

non-catastrophic Top Events. It is not applicable to systems containing 

repairable components with catastrophic Top Events since repairing components 

in this case does not rectify the occurrence of the Top Event. 

Definition (2) is also applicable to systems consisting of non-repairable compo

nents. In this case working at time t implies that the system has worked 

continuously in the time interval [t0, t] where t 0 equals the start of the mission 

time. 

Reliability 

The reliability of a system over an interval of time is the probability that the 

system works continuously over that interval of time. If we let S. (O,t) be the 
I 

event that there are exactly i system failures in (O,t) , then we can define 

reliability by: 

F (t) = P (S (O,t)) s 0 

= -I: 
i= I 

P(S. (0, t)) 
I 

As described in the introduction, reliability is especially relevant to systems for 

which system failure is catastrophic or for non-repairable systems. 

Expected Number of System Failures 

If we let Ns(t) be the number of system failures in (O,t), then the expected 

number of system failures in (O,t) is given by: 

I: i P(S. (O,t)) 
. I I I= 

For Top Events which represent a non-catastrophic shutdown of a (repairable) 

system, availability, reliability and the expected number of system failures are 
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all distinct and useful measures of system performance. For non-repairable 

systems, such as satellite and aerospace systems, availability, reliability, and I 

minus the expected number of system failures are identical in value. This is 

because for non-repairable systems: (I) the system works at time t if and only 

if it has worked during (O,t)-thus availability equals reliability, and (2) the 

probability of two or more failures equals 0, so the expected number of system 

failures equals the probability of one failure (in (O,t)) and reliability equals I 

minus the expected number of system failures. 

As described in the introduction, basic events can be divided into two categories: 

initiating events and enabling events. Enabling events represent demand 

failures, conditional on the occurrence of the initiating event in causing the Top 

Event to occur. Each minimal cut set will contain at least one initiating event. 

A single event minimal cut set represents the situation where there are no 

protective features to prevent the initiating event from causing the Top Event to 

occur. Minimal cut set probabilities and hence Top Event probabilities will be 

computed using the following conditional probability expression: 

P(A) P(B/ A) 

where A represents the event "initiating event occurs" and B/ A represents the 

event "enabling event occurs given that the initiating event occurs." 

2.2 ASSUMPTIONS 

The assumptions used for the calculation in IMPORTANCE and GATE are listed 

below: 

Component failures cannot improve system performance 
(and component success cannot degrade system perfor
mance)* 

* This implies that we do not allow complemented events in the min cut sets 
for IMPORTANCE. Fault trees for reliable systems generally generate 
complemented events which have a probability of occurrence near unity. 
Setting these events to TRUE to eliminate complemented events in the min 
cut sets will result in a slightly conservative overprediction in the probability 
of the Top Event for reI iab le systems. 
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• Occurrences of basic events are statistically independent 

• Repair processes are statistically independent (this 
assumes a separate repairman for each component in the 
system) 

The probability of occurrence of two or more basic event~ 
in a differential time interval is zero (i.e., of order (dt) 
where dt is a differential time interval) 

2.3 FLOWSHEET DEPICTING CALCULATIONS 

Figure 2-1 depicts a flowsheet that is helpful in understanding the calculations of 

IMPORTANCE. It is helpful to refer to Figure 2-1 for the discussions in the 

following sections. As indicated by the dashed line, the calculations of 

IMPORTANCE are both deterministic (i.e., qualitative) and probabilistic. Both 

computations require a Boolean structural representation of the Top Event which 

in IMPORTANCE is given by the Boolean union of all the min cut sets. The 

deterministic calculations compute the structural importance of a basic event. 

For example, when considering the event "failure to operate," a component 

placed in series with a system is structurally more important than that 

component placed in parallel with a system. Computing structural importance 

requires that the criticality function· as described in Section 2.6 be computed. 

This function allows us to determine the number of system states in which the failure 

of a component wi II cause the system to fai I. (There are a total of 2n system 

states where n equals the number of system components.) Probabilistic calcula

tions in IMPORTANCE compute both time dependent and steady state values for 

system unavailability, Top Event Rate and expected number of system failures. 

Computing system unavailability and importance measures based on system 

unavailability requires that component (basic event) unavailability be computed. 

This in turn requires that the basic event parameters be known, i.e., failure rates 

and fault duration times. These parameters are also used to compute the failure 

frequency. Computing the Top Event rate and the expected number of system 

failures requires that the following quantities be calculated for each system 

component: 
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• INPUT MIN CUT SETS 

STRUCTURE FUNCTION 
FOR TOP EVENT 

BASIC EVENT OAT A, ~, T, 
ENABLER, INITIATOR 

COMPONENT 
UNAVAILABILITY 

SYSTEM 
UNAVAILABILITY 

FAILURE 
FREQUENCY 

FOR BASIC EVEtn 
(COMPONENT) 

TOP EVENT 
RATE, EXPECTED CRITICALITY FUNCTION I 

FOR BASIC EVENT - ----- __ ......... ........,,.. • ..,. NUMBER OF 
(COMPONEhJT) 

STRUCTURAL 
IMPORTANCE 
FOR EACH BASIC 

EVENT 

DETERMINISTIC 

IMPORTANCE MEASURES 
WEIGHTED BY SYSTEM 
UNAVAILABILITY 

PROBABILISTIC 

FIGURE 2-1 

SYSTEM F AlLURES 

IMPORTANCE 
MEASURES 
WEIGHTED BY 
TOP EVENT RATE 
OR EXPECTI;D 
NUMBER OF 
SYSTEM F AlLURES 

CALCULATIONAL FLOW SHEET FOR IMPORTANCE 
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• Criticality Function 

• Unavailability 

• Failure Frequency 

In addition, the basic event type, i.e., whether the basic event is an initiating or 

enabling event must be specified. 

2.4 RELIABILITY NETWORK DIAGRAMS 

Reliability network diagrams, fault trees and min cut sets are introduced by way 

of four examples in Figure 2-2. 

A cut set is a set of components such that failure of these components 

guarantees system failure. A cut set can be thought of as a "cut" through the 

reliability network diagram which divides it into two separate pieces. A min cut 

set is a cut set with the additional property that no proper subset of it is also a 

cut set. 

2.5 SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY 

If we take the Boolean union of all of a system's min cut sets, we have one 

representation of that system's "structure function"-a mapping from the set of 

2n (mutually exclusive) system states (n = the number of components in the 

system) to 0 and I - 0 if the system works in that system state and I if it does 

not. 

Let i denote the event "component is in a failed state," and 1 the event 

* "component i works". Let 

P(i) = q. 
I 

and P(T) = I - q. 
I 

* With this notation, (f,2) is an example of a system state for a two component 
system (corresponding to component I working and component 2 not working). 
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The following table shows the four system states of a two component system, 

their probability of occurrence and the corresponding series and parallel struc

ture function values. 

System State 

(I ,2) 

<T,2) 

(I ,2) 

<T,2) 

Probability of 
Occurrence 

ql q2 

(I - q I) q2 

q I (I - q2) 

(I - q I)( I - q2) 

Series 
Structure 
Function 

Value 

0 

Parallel 
Structure 
Function 

Value 

0 

0 

0 

System unavailability (g(g)) is the probability that the system is in a failed state 

(i.e., that the system's structure function equals I). Thus it equals the sum of 

the probabilities of occurrence of the system states whose structure functions 

equal I as is illustrated below (since system states are mutually exclusive). 

System 

2 component 
series 

2 component 
parallel 

n component 
series 

n component 
para lie I 

System Unavailability (g(g)) 

= q I + q2 - q I q2 

= I - (I - q I) (I - q2) 

n 
I - n (I - q.) 

I 

i=l 

n 

n q. 
I 

i= I 
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The results for the 2-out-of-3 case are given below: 

Probab iIi ty 2-out-of-3 
System State Struc. Funct. of Occurrence Value 

(I ,2,3) ql q2 q3 

(T,2,3) (I - q I) q2 q3 

(I ,2",3) q I (I - q2) q3 

(I ,2,1) q I q2 (I - q3) 

(T,"L,3) (I -ql)(l -q2)q3 0 

(T,2,1) (l-ql)q2(1-q3) 0 

(I ,2",1) q I (I - q2) (I - q3) 0 

(T,"L,1) (I - q I) (I - q2) (I - q3) 0 

= 

An upper bound to system unavailability is given by the sum of the probabilities 

of occurrence of all min cut sets (this is called the "rare event approximation"). 

To see that this is an upper bound, let E. = the event that min cut set i occurs. 
l 

(i =I, ••• , K where K = number of min cut sets) 

P (system failure) = 
K 

P( U 
i= I 

E.) 
l 
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by probability theory since the E.'s are not mutually exclusive events (i.e., we 
I 

are not subtracting off the probabilities associated with the occurrence of two or 

more overlapping min cut sets). 

The following table illustrates this idea: 

Unavailability 

Min Cut Sets 

Rare Event 
Approximation 

2-Component 
Series 

{1},{2} 

2-out-of-3 

{1 ,2}, {I ,3}, {2,3} 

If component failures are "rare events," then the probability of two or more cut 

sets failing is small and so the rare event approximation is accurate. The rare 

event approximation is useful in describing the calculations of IMPORTANCE. 

However, IMPORTANCE uses a more accurate bound for reliable systems called 

the min cut set upper bound which is described below. 

We can express the probability of system failure as follows: 

P (system failure) = P (at least I min cut set occurs) 

= I - P (no min cut set occurs) 

It can be shown that 

K 

P (no min cut set occurs) ::::: I1 P (min cut set i does not occur) 

i= I 
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Thus we have that 

P (system failure) 

= 

K 

I - TI P (min cut set i does not occur) 

I -

i= I 

K 

n 
i=l 

(I - P(E.)) 
I 

This approximation is called the "min cut set upper bound" to system 

unavailability. 

Esary and Proschan proved that the following relation holds: 

K K 

g(g) :S I - n (I - P(E.)) :S 2: P(Ei) 
I 

i= I i= I 

Min Cut Rare Event 
Exact Set Upper Approximation 

Bound 

The table below illustrates this inequality for the 2-out-of-3 system: 

System Unavailability 

Min Cut Set 
Upper Bound 

Rare Event 
Approximation 

= 

2-out-of-3 System 

I - (I - q I q2) (I - q I q3) (I - q2q3) 

qlq2 + qlq3 + q2q3 

- (q 1 + q2 + q3 - q I q2q3) q I q2q3 
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Now, 

forq.E[O,I] 
I 

so we see that inequality (I) holds. 

If component failures are rare events (i.e., if the qi's are small) we see that the 

min cut set upper bound and the rare event approximation are both close to the 

true value since the three expressions only differ in terms involving three or 

more q.'s, and these terms are small compared to the terms only involving two 
I 

qi's. 

Fig. 2-28 plots all three expressions versus a shared basic event probability (i.e., 

q I = q2 = q3 = q) for the three components and shows the accuracy of the 

approximations for small q. 

2.6 EXPECTED NUMBER OF SYSTEM F AlLURES 

To compute the expected number of system failures, we need to explain the 

following basic event characteristics: 

e Critical System States 

e Time Dependent Component Unavailability 

e Failure Frequency 

CRITICAL SYSTEM STATES 

A critical system state for component i is a state for the remaining n-1 

components such that failure of component i causes the system to go from a 

working to a failed state. See the table below for some examples. 
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Probability Critical System 
of State for 

System State Occurrence Component I? 

Series (. ,2) q2 No 

(. ,2") - q2 Yes 

Parallel (. ,2) q2 Yes 

(. ,2") I - q2 No 

2-out-of-3 (• ,2,3) q2q3 No 

(. ,2",3) (I - q2) q3 Yes 

(. ,2,3) q2 (I - q3) Yes 

(. ,2",3) (l-q2)(1-q3) No 

For a series system ( • ,2) is not a critical system state for component I since if 

component 2 has already failed then the system is already in a failed state and so 

failure of component I does not cause the system to go from a working to a 

failed state. 

The criticality function for component i, .:l gi(q), is the probability that the 

system is in a critical system state for component i. Thus it is the sum of the 

probabilities of occurrence of the critical system states for component i • Thus 

the criticality function for component I for a series system is I - q2 , for a 

parallel system q
2 

and for a 2-out-of-3 system (I - q2) q3 + q2 (I - q3). The 

criticality function is also called Birnbaum's measure of importance. 

Two expressions for the criticality function .:lgi(g) are 

(I) g( li, g) - g (Oi, g) 
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and (2) 

where 

ag(_g) 

aq. 
I 

(I) is the probability the system works with component i working minus the 

probability the system works with component i not working and is thus the 

probability that the system works only if component i works, i.e., it is the 

criticality function. 

g (g) is a linear function of each qi and so 

ag (g) 
aq. 

I 

Thus (I) and (2) are equivalent. 

= g (I i' _g)- g (Oi' _g) 

1-0 

IMPORTANCE uses the min cut set upper bound to compute both g (I., q) and 
I 

g (Oi' _g). Strictly speaking, one should substract a lower bound for g (Oi' _g). 

However, for reliable systems, we have not found a case for basic events in cut 

sets of order 2 or higher in which IMPORTANCE does not give a conservative 

overprediction for ~ gi (_g). This is due to the fact that for reliable systems the 

overprediction by the minimal cut set upper bound increases as the system 

becomes less reliable, as is illustrated in Figure 2-2B. 

For a system to be in a critical system state for component i, all the components 

in a min cut set containing i, other than i, clearly must have failed (so that the 

failure of i can cause system failure). On the other hand, even if all the 

components in a min cut set containing i, other than i, have failed, a min cut set 

not containing i may have already caused system failure (making that system 

state "non-critical" for component i). Thus we see that the set of system states 

for which all the components in a min cut set containing i, other than i, have 

failed is larger than (contains) the set of critical system states for i. Thus, if we 
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let E~be the event" {{min cut set k (containing i)} - { i }} occurs," we see 

that 

(2-1) 

This upper bound will be used later in an example to explain the calculations of 

IMPORTANCE. 

To illustrate the above inequality, consider component I in a 2-out-of-3 system. 

There are two min cut sets containing component I: { I ,2}, { I ,3}. Thus, 

As stated earlier for a 2-out-of-3 system 

Ll g I (q) = q2 (I - q3) + q3 (I - q2) 

= q2 + q3 - q2q 3 

and so we see that the above inequality holds. 

The calculations thus far have considered the system at one point in time, i.e., 

we have not considered time dependent component unavailability, q(t). The 

following section discusses maintenance policies and reliability parameters 

necessary for computing q(t). 

MAINTENANCE POLICIES 

There are three basic types of maintenance policies considered in 

IMPORTANCE: 
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(I) No Repair 

(2) Repair- Announced Failure (unscheduled maintenance) 

(3) Repair - Unannounced Failure (scheduled maintenance or 
inspections every 8 time units) 

tv'laintenance Type (I) is typical of sate II ites and other remotely controlled 

systems. Type (2) is common when some kind of continuous process is being 

monitored (such as a chemical processing plant). Type (3) is common to standby 

safety systems such as fire protection systems). 

F AlLURE RATE 

If we let 

F(t) = P (a given non-repairable component fails in (O,t)) 

and f(t) be the corresponding density (if it exists), then we can define the 

failure rate at time t by 

>-- (t) = f(t) 
I - F(t) (2-2) 

>--(t) has the significance that 

>--(t).::lt ~ P (the component fails in (t,t + .::lt) it has not failed in (O,t)) 

for small .::l t. This is because 

f(t) .::lt 
I - F(t) 

F (t + .::lt) - F(t) 
.::lt 

-----,1,.----__,F"'"'(,.,..,t ),.---- .::l t 
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= F (t + klt) - F(t) 
I - F<t) 

= P (component fails in (t,t + klt) 
P (component has not failed in (O,t)) 

= P (component fails in (t,t + kl t) component has not failed in (O,t)) 

If we integrate both sides of equation (2-2), we obtain 

This implies that 

REPAIR RATE 

t 

f >..(t') dt' = 
0 

F(t) = - e 

-log (I- F(t)) 

t 

-f >..(t') dt' 

0 

Following exactly the analysis for failure rate, if we let 

R(t) = P (a given, failed, component is repaired in (O,t)) 

(where time "0" is the time at which the component fails) 

and r(t) be the corresponding density (if it exists), then we can define the repair 

rate at time t by 
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where 

I' (t) = r(t) 
- R(t) 

v(t).:lt ~ P(component is repaired in(t,t + .:lt),it has not 
been repaired in (O,t)) 

Analogously to before, we obtain 

R(t) = - e 

t _ 1 "(t') dt' 

0 

In IMPORTANCE, both failure rates and the repair rates are assumed to be 

constants, thus 

F(t) = 

= 

and 

R(t) = 

= 

- e 

t _ 1 Adt' 

0 

I - At -e 

-/ I' dt' 

- e 
0 

I - v t -e 

(i.e., we assume that the time to failure and repair are 
exponentially distributed) 

It is easy to show that for the exponential case, the mean time to failure ( p) = 
1/ A, and the mean repair time ( rr) = 1/v . 
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F AlLURE FREQUENCY 

For both repairable and non-repairable components, the failure frequency (wf(t)) 

is defined as: 

Wf(t) 
lim P (a given component fails in (t, t +At)) 

=At-tO At 

wf(t)At is the unconditional probability of failure in (t,t +At), as opposed to 

>-.(t)At which is the conditional probability of failure in (t,t + At) (given no 

failures in (O,t)). 

It can be shown that 

t 

f 
0 

= the expected number of component failures in [o,t] 

Component unavailability and failure frequency are given in Figures 2-3 and 2-4 

for the three types of maintenance policies. The results for the two repair cases 

are asymptotic and obtained from renewal theory. 

CALCULATIONS OF EXPECTED NUMBER OF SYSTEM F AlLURES 

A system failure occurs when the system makes a transition from the unfailed to 

the failed state. From the discussions in the introduction, it is an initiating 

event which causes system failure when the system is in a critical system state 

for that event. The probability that the system is in a critical system state for 

initiating event i (i = I, ••• n) is (by definition) the criticality function Ag.(q) 
I 

and the probability that an initiating event i occurs at t' in a differential time 

element dt' is wf . (t') dt'. Thus the probability of a system failure at t' in a 
,I 

differential time element dt' equals 
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[
i:.:::.gi (g (t')) wf,i (t'J dt' 

1=1 J (2-3) 

(the term in brackets is known as the "Top Event Rate"- R(t')) 

Since the probability of two or more initiating events occurring in dt' is zero, the 

expected number of system failures in [ O,t] equals the integral of expression 

(2-3) over the interval [o,t], i.e., 

/ [t L:.gi (g (t')) wf,i (t'Jdt' 

0 i=l J (2-4) 

As an example of the calculation of E [ Ns(t)J, consider the series-parallel system 

given in the reliability network diagram below: 

If Y. = 
I 

2 

3 

if component i is failed 

0 if component i is working 

then the structure function for this system is given by 
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Thus g(g (t)) = E (Y I + y 2 y 3 - y I y 2 y 3) 

since the components are assumed to be statistically independent. 

This implies that 

~g I (g (t)) = I - q
2
(t) q

3
(t) 

~ g2 (g (t)) = q3(t) - q I (t) q3(t) 

= (I- q
1
(t)) q

3
(t) 

~ g3 (g (t)) = q2(t) - q I (t) q2(t) 

= (I- q
1
(t)) q

2
(t) 

Assume that the system in a steady state, failures are announced, and r is sma II 

compared to J.l. In this case we can use the approximations 

T i T • 
I 

and 

wf . (t) = :s 
,1 J.1. + T J.1. 

Thus, using equation (2-4), we get 

= R • t 
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3 

where R =L f:l g. (g(t)) wf .(t) 
I , I 

i= I 

= (I - \. 2 T 2 A 3 T 3) A I 

Another example is the 2-out-of-3 system which has structure function 

and 

If we assume that 

and 

wf .(t) = A 
'I 

for each i 

we obtain 

g(q(t)) = 3(Ar)2 - 2(Ar)3 

~ 2 AT 
i = I ,2,3 
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So 
t 

E[Ns(t)J = J (2>-.T, >-. + 2>-.T. >-. + 2>-.T. >-. )dt' 

0 
2 = 6\ T • t 

If we let >-. = 10-4 /hr 

T = I 0 hr 

and t = 30 years (e.g., the plant life) 

we obtain 

= 0.16 failures 
plant life 

g(g (30 yrs)) = 3.0 X I o- 6 

These two results show the large difference between these two measures of 

system performance. 

2. 7 ASYMPTOTIC TOP EVENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Rl( 
00

) is the steady state (asymptotic) mean time between system failures. 

This mean time is clearly equal to the sum of the mean time to system failure 

("mean uptime") and the mean time to system repair (mean downtime). Since 

g(q( oo )) is the (steady state) proportion of time the system is in a failed state 

(and 1-g (g( oo )) the proportion in a working state), the mean time to system 

failure (for R( oo ) ~ 0) is 

and the mean repair time is 

I (I - g(g( oo )) • ~ 

I g(g( 00 )) • F<fOOl 
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2.8 BOUNDS TO SYSTEM UNRELIABILITY 

System unavailability, g(g(t)), system unreliability, (Fs(t)), and the expected 

number of system failures, E [ Ns(t)J, have the following relationship: 

To see that 'F' (t) :s E[N (t)], let P.(t) = P (exactly i system failures in [O,t]). 
S S I 

It then follows that 

00 00 

'F's(t) = 2: Pi(t) :s 2: i • Pi(t) 

i= I i= I 

with equality holding if and only if the probability of two or more system failures 

is 0, i.e., if we have an unrepairable system. 

To see that g(g(t)) :s Fs(t) we need only realize that 

'F's(t) = g(g(t)) + P (the system is working at time t but 
was failed at a time prior tot) 

since if the system is failed at t, then it has failed in [O,t]. Equality holds if 

and only if the second term on the right equals 0, i.e., if and only if the system is 

unrepairable (so that the event "working at t, but failed at a time prior tot" has 

probabi I ity 0). 

Finding the exact system unreliability can be accomplished using a Markov 

approach where transitions can only take place between "neighboring" system 

states. (Here "neighboring" means "differing in only one component".) These are 

the only transitions which are possible since for the system to change states, at 

least one component must go from a failed to an unfailed state (or the reverse), 

and we are assuming that the probability of two or more components changing 

state simultaneously is 0. 
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For moderately large systems, implementation of the Markov approach becomes 

intractable because of the large number of system states (recall that there are 

2n where n =the number of components in the system). For reliable systems, 

however, E [ N/t) J is a very good approximation to system unreliability since, 

for these systems, the probability of two or more system failures is very small. 

To illustrate this idea consider the sample system in Figure 2-5. This system is a 

2-out-of-3 system in parallel with component 4. Each component is identical 

with r = .I fJ. (mean time to repair = .I x mean time to failure). The transitional 

state diagram is shown in Figure 2-6 where the co-ordinates (x,y) have the 

following meaning: 

{ ~ component 4 has failed 
X = component 4 has not failed 

3 components in 2-out-of-3 system 

2 components in 2-out-of-3 system failed 
y = I components in 2-out-of-3 system failed 

0 components in 2-out-of-3 system failed 

States 6 and 7 are absorbing which means that once the system enters either of 

these states, it cannot leave. 

The plot of the expected number of system failures (obtained from IMPOR

TANCE) and system unreliability versus time (in units of fJ. ) is shown in 

Figure 2-7. 

For this system, E [ Ns(t)J is a good approximation to system unreliability for t 

less than about fJ.. Thus, if fJ. is large, this approximation is good for a long time 

into the future. 

One advantage of the Markov approach is that it can handle cases in which 

repair is not statistically independent (e.g., repair cues). However, it may be 
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argued that expensive land based facilities generally have several repairmen so 

that the assumption that repair is statistically independent (as is assumed in 

IMPORTANCE) is valid. 

The disadvantage of the Markov approach is the exponentially increasing number 

of system states to be considered. The number of calculations to compute 

E[Ns(t)] in IMPORTANCE, on the other hand, is of the order 

2 · NIE • NCS 

where 

NIE = number of initiating events 

NCS = number of cut sets 

IMPORTANCE has performed with relative ease calculations involving 20,000 

min cut sets and 80 components. These calculations took less than 0.2 CPU 

minutes on an IBM 370 computer. 

2.9 USE OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

I. For continuously operating systems for which failure 

cannot be tolerated (e.g., top events such as "fire," 

"explosion" or "inadvertent nuclear release") E [N (t)] is s 
the relevant measure of system performance. 

2. When system failure can be tolerated, g(g(t)), F (t), and s 
E [N (t)] all have relevance. For moderately large syss 
tems F (t) is difficult to calculate exactly, but if the s 
system is reliable, F s(t) ~ E [Ns(t)]. 

3. For standby systems, g(g(t)), the probability that the 

system will fai I upon demand is the relevant measure. 
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4. E [N (t)] can be used in a financial measure of system 
s * 

performance. If Ci equals the cost of top event i , and 

E [Ns,i(t)] equals the expected number of occurrences of 

top event i, then maximizing system performance could 

be viewed as being equivalent to minimizing 

where CSYSTEM MOD is the annualized cost of system 

modifications. 

2.10 IMPORTANCE MEASURES 

We now discuss the importance measures computed by IMPORTANCE. Impor

tance measures assess the role that basic events or min cut sets play in either 

causing or contributing to the occurrence of the top event. They in general 

assign a probability value to each basic event or min cut set which allows these 

events to be ranked according to the extent of their contribution to the 

occurrence of the top event. 

Importance measures can be categorized in two ways: 

e Deterministically 

e Probabilistically 

Probabilistic measures in turn can be categorized in three ways: 

e Birbaum's Measure (a partial derivative) 

e Measures Weighted by Unavailability 

e Measures Weighted by the Expected Number of System 
Failures (or event rate) 

* Where top events include events such as "fire," "explosion," or "system 
shutdown." 
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DETERMINISTIC MEASURES 

Deterministic measures assess the importance of a component to system 

operation without consideration to probability. One such measure is the 

structural measure of importance for component i which is defined as the 

number of critical system states for component i divided by 2n-l (the total 

number of states for the n-1 remaining components). It is thus the fractional 

number of system states (for the n-1 remaining components) which are critical 

for component i. 

The figure below gives an example of the calculation of structural importance. 

SERIES-PARALLEL SYSTEM 

FOR COMPONENT I, 
STATES FOR THE 
OTHER 2 COMPONENTS 

(. ,2,3) 

(. ,2,3) 

(. ,2,!) 

(• ,2,1) 

2 

3 

CRITICAL SYSTEM STATE 
FOR COMPONENT I? 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

STRUCTURAL IMPORTANCE OF COMPONENT I = 3/4 

FOR COMPONENT 2, 
STATES FOR THE 
OTHER 2 COMPONENTS 

(1,•,3) 

(T,. ,3) 

(I,•,'!) 

(T,• ,1) 

CRITICAL SYSTEM STATE 
FOR COMPONENT 2? 

NO 

YES 

NO 

NO 

STRUCTURAL IMPORTANCE OF COMPONENT 2 AND 3 = 1/4 
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It can be shown that the structural measure of importance of component i equals 

which is the expression used by IMPORTANCE to compute stuctural importance. 

For the series-parallel system above, 

= 

So ~g 1(LL_f) = I - 1/2 • 1/2 = 3/4 

and 

so ~gl!fl) = 1/2(1 - 1/2) = 1/4 

as obtained before. 

We see that the above results substantiates what we intuitively know, i.e., that 

component I is more important than components 2 or 3. Structural importance 

can direct an analyst to areas where better basic event data should be obtained. 

PROBABILISTIC MEASURES 

We now discuss probabilistic measures of importance. One measure of impor

tance is the criticality function (also called Birnbaums measure of importance) 

which is given by: 

~ gi (g(t)) = g (I i' g(t)) - g (Oi' g(t)) 

= a 9 (g(t))/aqi 

as was discussed in Section 2.6. 
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This measure is not a function of the component's availability and by itself is not 

an extremely useful measure of importance. However, many of the remaining 

importance measures to be described can be defined in terms of Birnbaum's 

measure. 

The next four measures, three of basic event importance and one of min cut set 

importance, are computed in terms of system unavai lobi lity. These measures are 

meaningful for systems whose components are: 

(I) Non-repairable (in which case system unavai lobi I ity equals 
system unreliability) 

and (2) Repairable and whose top event is not catastrophic 

(If the top event is catastrophic, repairing the failed components may not repair 

the system. For example, if the top event is "inadvertant detonation of a 

nuclear warhead," fixing the spark-gap switch which caused this event will not 

repair the system-there may not be a system left.) We will say that for systems 

satisfying (I) or (2), "system downtime" has meaning. 

The measures, listed in Table 2-1, are weighted according to system unavaila

bility, g (g(t)). All three measures of basic importance yield the same ranking 

for reliable systems. These measures will be called importance measures of 

system unavailability. The upgrading function is applicable only to non

repairable systems. For this measure the proportional hazard, a, is defined by 

F(t) = I - e -a R(t) 

where R(t) is the common hazard assumed to be shared by all system com

ponents. a can be thought of as simply a failure rate. As illustrated in 

Section 3.4, the upgrading function is a useful measure during the design stages 

of a system where data regarding repair times may not be available and only the 

relative failure rates are known. 
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TABLE 2-1 

IMPORTANCE MEASURES OF SYSTEM UNA VA I LABILITY 

Measure 

Criticality measure of basic 
event importance 

Upgrading function of basic 
event importance 

Fussell Vesely measure of 
basic event importance 

Fussell Vesely measure of 
min cut set importance 

* 

Probabilistic Expression 

..6.gi (g(t)) qi(t) 

g(gft)) 

a1 

g{g_(ill 
ag(g(t)) 

a ai 

P( U Ek) 
KlieK 

g@"flJ 

P (Ek) 

g(g(t)) 

Given system is in a failed state at timet. 

Interpretation 

Probability that the system is in a critical state 
for component i and i has failed* 

Fractional reduction in the probability of the 
Top Event when a. is reduced fractionally* 

I 

Probability of the union of the min cut sets 
containing basic event i * 

* Probability of occurrence of min cut set Ek 



The Fusseii-Vesely measure of basic event importance is simply the probability 

of the union of all min cut sets containing the basic event given that the system 

has failed (i.e., the Top Event has occurred). The Fusseii-Vesely measure of cut 

set importance is simply the probability of occurrence of the cut set weighted 

according to system unavailability. 

The remaining three measures, two of basic event importance and one of cut set 

importance are given in Table 2-2. They are computed in terms of the 

criticality function and the failure frequency function and are weighted accord

ing to.the expected number of system failures. They assess the contribution of a 

basic event or a min cut set to the occurrence of system failure over an interval 

of time and are called measures of interval reliability. The first measure, called 

the Barlow-Proschan measure, is the probability that an initiating event causes 

the Top Event to occur. This measure follows directly from the way the 

expected number of system failures was calculated in Section 2.6. The second 

measure, called sequential contributory, is the probability that an enabling event 

permits an initiating event to cause the Top Event. The index j in Table 2-2 

runs over the initiating events which are contained in the same min cut set as 

enabling event i. This measure has meaning for basic events contained in min 

cut sets of order two or higher. The third measure of importance is called the 

Barlow Proschan measure of cut set importance which is the probability that a 

min cut set causes system failure (given that failure has occurred). For a given 

min cut set to cause system failure, a basic event (which must be an initiating 

event) must have occurred and all other basic events in the min cut set must 

have failed at the time the initiating event occurs. The number of initiating 

events in a min cut set determine the number of ways a min cut set can fail. 

For repairable systems, sequential measures of importance reach a steady state 

value. 

To illustrate these measures, assume that a system has the three min cut sets of 

order two listed below: 

{A, B} , {A, C} , { B, C} 
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TABLE 2-2 

IMPORTANCE MEASURES OF INTERVAL RELIABILITY 

Measure Probabilistic Expression Interpretation 

t 

Barlow-Proschon measure of basic 
event importance (initiator) 

J I g ol' 9 <t'> > - g <o,, g<t·»~ 
""f,i (t') dt Probability that initiating event i causes system 

failure in O,t 

Sequential contributory measure of 
basic event importance (enabler) 

2: 
j 

0 

ilj 
l&jel<_t 

for some l 

Barlow-Proschan measure of min cut 

E [Ns (t~ 

Probability that enabling event i permits an It initiating event to cause system failure in 0, t 

0 {go 1, 11,9 <t'> >- g o 1,o1,9 <t•> ~q1 (t'> ""t,J (t'> dt' 

E[Ns (t)] 

Probability that a min cut set causes system 
failure in O,t set importance 

2: 
t 

I [I 
K,rPl 

- g co.,.!. , 9 <t»J n qJ <t> • ""f 1 <t> dt 
I jll ' 0 

j E Kt 
iE~ 

Ef~(t~ 



Assume that event C is an enabling event. Assume that q. and >-... are accurate 
I I 

steady state approximations to component unavailability and failure frequency. 

Furthermore, assume that the system is reliable. 

The Top Event Rate, R, is (using the expressions given in (2-3), (2-5) and (2-6)): 

R = 

Note that there are two ways that the first cut set can fail but only one way that 

the remaining two min cut sets can fail. 

The expected number of system failures over an interval of time [O,t] is simply 

R•t. The probability that basic event A causes system failure (i.e., the Barlow

Proschan measure) is simply the expected number of times event A causes 

system failure divided by the expected number of system failures as given below: 

Note that the above measure is an increasing function of \.A' the failure 

frequency of event A. Thus to decrease a component's Barlow-Proschan measure 

of importance, its failure rate should be decreased. Increasing its repair rate 

( v ) does not decrease its Barlow-Proschan measure of importance. This is a 

general property in the ranking of initiators. 

The sequential contributory importance of event C which is an enabling event is 

given by 

Note that the above measure is an increasing function of qC, the unavailability 

of the enabling event. Thus to decrease an enablers' ranking, its unavailability 
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should be decreased. This can be accomplished by decreasing its failure rate or 

by increasing its repair rate. This is a general property for the ranking of 

enablers. 

The Barlow-Proschan, B-P, measure of cut set importance for min cut set {A,B} 

is 

For min cut set {B,C}, the B-P measure of cut set importance is 

The above calculations assume that when a min cut set ocurs, it causes system 

failure. This assumption is not true for redundant systems in which several min 

cut sets can fail when an initiating event occurs. In this case, one would use the 

expressions in Table 2-2 which uses the criticality function which takes this 

possibility into account. 

Because the criticality function is used to compute (I) event rate and (2) 

importance rankings for min cut sets, the following statements are true: 

e Sum of basic event initiating rankings equals unity. 

e Sum of B-P measure of min cut set importance is equal to 
or exceeds unity. 

e Sum of enabler rankings may exceed unity. 
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The above statements are obvious when we consider the following system with 

two min cut sets 

{1,2} {1,3} 

where basic events 2 and 3 are enabling events only. If we fix the state of basic 

event I, there are four remaining system states: 

System 
State 

2 

3 

4 

Component State 
2 3 

Work Work 

Fail Work 

Work Fail 

Fail Fail 

Critical System 
State for I 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

System state 4 has the character is tic that when component I fails, both min cut 

sets cause the system to fail, and both basic events 2 and 3 enable component I 

to cause system failure. In the min cut set rankings and enabler rankings, system 

state 4 is counted in both rankings. For this reason, the sum of these rankings 

exceed unity. 
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3.0 INSTRUCTIONS ON THE USE OF IMPORTANCE 

We now summarize from Section 2.0 the calculations of IMPORTANCE. By use 

of an illustrative example, we describe the computer code input, the options 

available and interpret the output. In the last section we given some useful 

engineering guidelines on the use of IMPORTANCE. 

3.1 GENERAL SUMMARY 

The computer code, IMPORTANCE, computes various Top Event characteristics 

and measures of probabilistic importance of basic events and cut sets of a fault 

tree. The code requires as input the minimal cut sets (obtained from FT AP), the 

failure rates and the fault duration times (i.e., the repair times) of all basic 

events contained in the min cut sets. The failure and repair distributions are 

assumed to be exponential. The code can compute seven measures of basic event 

importance and two measures of cut set importance. All measures are computed 

assuming statistical independence of basic events. 

The Top Event time dependent characteristics generated by the code include: 

• System Unavailability g (g(t)) 

• Expected Number of System Failures E [ Ns(t)J 

In addition, for repairable systems with asymptotic Top Event rate greater than 

zero, the code computes the following Top Event Characteristics: 

• Limiting System Unavailability 

• Top Event Rate 

• Mean Time to System Failure 

• Mean Duration Time for the Top Event 
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These characteristics are computed when the Barlow-Proschan (initiator) 

measure of basic event importance is computed. 

The measures of importance which the code computes are shown in Table 3-'l, 

The notation used is that of Section 2. Each measure can be calculated for both 

time dependent and asymptotic component unavailability. The only exception is 

the upgrading function which must be calculated in terms of the time dependent 

unavailability of non-repairable components. 

As shown in the list of expressions in Table 3-1, the measures that depend upon 

one point in time are conditioned on the system unavailability, g (g(t)). These 

measures should be used only when system downtime has meaning. The measures 

which are time integrated quantities depend upon the sequences of events 

leading to system failure and are conditioned on the expected number of system 

failures, E [ N/t)J. Initiating and enabling events must be identified in the 

analysis. When repair is not allowed, g(g(t)) equals E [ Ns(t)J. When repair is 

allowed, g(g(t)) does not depend upon any previous sytem state as does E [ Ns(t)J. 

The time integrated measures of importance when divided by E [ Ns(t)] approach 

an asymptotic value for large time when asymptotic Top Event Rate is greater 

than zero. 

Two options in the code allow calculations to be performed using asymptotic 

(steady state) probabilities. In this case the expected number of system failures 

is equal to the top event rate (a constant) times mission time. Importance 

measures in this case assess the contribution of the occurrence of the basic 

events or min cut sets to the Top Event rate. 

3.2 OPTIONS TO THE CODE 

Four options are allowed when using the code. The first option, Option I, 

computes measures of importance as a function of time. The input data required 

are the points in time for which the measures are to be computed. The basic 

event data, i.e., the failure rates and repair times, are expressed in time units 

(e.g., per hour or hours). The second and third options, Options 2 and 3, compute 
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TABLE 3-1 

IMPORTANCE MEASURES COMPUTED IN IMPORTANCE COMPUTER CODE 

Basic Event Measure Expression 

I. Structural g ( 1., 1/2) - g (0., 1/2) 
1- 1-

2. Birnbaum ag (_g (t)) 
g (I i' _g(t)) - g (Oi, _g(t)) = 

aq. (t) 
I 

3. Criticality { g (I i' g(t)) - g (Oi' _g(t))} qi(t) 

g (_g( t )) 

w 
I 
w 4. Upgrading Function a· I ag (t, a) 

g (t,~) aa. 
I 

5. Fusseii-Vesely P( u Ek) 

i € k 
g (_g(t )) 

t 

f { g (I i' .9. (t') ) - g (Oi' _g( t') ) } wf. (t') dt 
'I 6. Barlow-Proschan 0 

(Initiator) 

E[Ns(t)J 



w 
I 
~ 

7. 

I. 

Basic Event Measure 

Sequential Contributory 
(Enabler) · 

Cut Set Measure 

Bar low-Proschan 

2. Fusseii-Vesely 

TABLE 3-1 

(CONT.) 

Expression 

L 
t 

/OJ 9 ( 1., l.,o (t•))- 9 ( 1., o.,n (t') Yq. (t') wf . (t') dt' 
1 I J ..:1 I J ..:1 f I ,J 

j 
i I j 

i&jEK_i 

for some f 

L 
t 

I [I 
j E K_e 0 

I1 q. (t) 
i E Kp I 

g (_g (t) ) 

E[Ns (t)J 

Expression 

Ki- { i} 
- g (0., I , .9 ( t) )] II q. ( t) • wf . ( t) dt 

I - • _1 • J ,1 
J 1' I 

j E I<_[ 

E[Ns(t)J 



the measures of importance as a function of the probability of the top event. 

These options do not permit repair. The second option requires the failure rates 

to be given in time units. The third option allows failure rates to be expressed 

proportionally (i.e., when proportional hazards are assumed). These options also 

require as input the probabilities of the top event for which the measures are 

computed. Option 4 is like Option I except that the basic event data is inputted 

in terms of the mean time to failure instead of the failure rate. 

The computer output consists of a series of tables listing the measures of 

importance in descending order as a function of the data input (i.e., time or the 

probabi I ity of the top event). 

Figure3-1 shows the FTAP-IMPORTANCE interface. FTAP must be run with 

the PUNCH option. FTAP generates Fortran file no. 7 which contains the min 

cut sets which are coded according to basic event index numbers. The user 

supplies input regarding the options employed and the basic event data. 

Section 3.3 describes how to generate this input data. The user then merges this 

data file with the min cut sets to generate an input file to IMPORTANCE called 

Fortran file no. 5 (the value of the variable LUN I in the code). 

3.3 IMPORTANCE INPUT 

The following describes the IMPORTANCE input card sequence. 

I. Title card- The title can be up to 80 alphanumeric characters and should 
begin somewhere in columns 1-8 (column 5 is best in terms of centering the 
title on the output). 

2. Option card - A I, 2, 3 or 4 in column I 0 assigns a value to IDA T A, and a 0 
or I in column 20 assigns a value to ITDEP. The meaning of these values is 
given below. 
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IDATA 

2 

3 

4 

ITDEP 

0 

(PTOP = Probability of the top event) 

Inputted Component Data 

Failure rate, Mean fault duration 

Failure rate (No repair allowed) 

Proportional Hazard (No repair allowed) 

Mean time to failure, Mean fault duration 

Interpretation 

Importance 
Measures 

Outputted as 
a function of: 

Time 

PTOP 

PTOP 

Time 

Asymptotic (steady-state) values for component unavailability will 
be used in all calculations. One importance value will be calculated 
for each component for each importance measure invoked. 

Time dependent expressions for component unavailability will be 
used in all calculations. Importance values will be calculated at 
each inputted point. 

ITDEP has relevance only for Options I and 4. 

3. Number of data points card - A I, 2, 3, ••• , or 8 in column I 0 assigns a 
value to NTPT which stands for the number of time points or probabilities 
of the top event at which importance measures will be calculated (depend
ing on whether IDATA = I or 4, or, 2 or 3). (If ITDEP = 0, NTPT gives the 
number of time points at which the expected number of system failures 
wi II be calculated.) 

4. Data points card - The data points (NTPT of them) should be typed in 
according to format 8 (E9.3, IX), if IDA T A = 2 or 3, or according to format 
8 (E9.3, AI), if IDATA = I or 4. In the latter, the AI position in columns 
I 0, 20, etc., should contain an H, D, M or Y, depending on whether the 
corresponding time point is in terms of hours, days, months or years 
(respectively). This format allows between I and 8 data points. 

5. Importance measure selection cards - Any subset (in any order) of the 
following list of cards may be included. 
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Card Importance measure selected 

lol. I Measures of component importance 

BE BRNBM 
BE CRTCL 
BE FV 

Birnbaum 
Criticality 
Fussell-Vesely 

BE INIT 
ENABLER 
BE STRUC 
BE UPGRF 

CS FV 
CS INIT 

Col. 
20 

·~ 
XX 
XX 

, Initiator (Barlow-Proschan) 
Enabler (Sequential Contributory) 
Structural 
Upgrading function 

Measures of cut set importance 

Fussell-Vesely 
Initiator (Barlow-Proschan) 

For the two cut set measures, if it is desired that a maximum cut set order 
be imposed on the calculations, the maximum cut set order should be typed 
in, ending in column 20. 

A card typed ENDIM (starting in col. I) must immediately follow the 
importance measure selection cards. 

6. Multiple option cards - Three cards, called the DETAILCS, TABLE and 
GATE cards determine the number of min cut sets which will be printed 
and whether a file for computer·code GATE wi II be generated. An example 
of these three cards plus a NOPTION card (which must follow these cards) 
is given below: 

column 

DETAILCS 
TABLE 
GATE 
NOPTION 

20 

5 

30 

.I 

On the first card three variables are read, DETAILCS, NM and FACTOR 
with format (AS, 2X, 110, F 10.5). In the example NM = 5 and FACTOR = .I. 
NM and FACTOR have the following interpretation. If MAX equals the 
largest importance value of all the cut sets, the number of cut sets which 
the code will (in the output) describe in detail (by printing the full 
description of the basic events in them) equals the minimum of NM and the 
number of cut sets whose importance values lie between MAX and 
FACTOR* MAX. If the DETAILCS card is deleted, then the code will 
assign to NM and FACTOR the default values of 

• NM = 100 

• FACTOR= .01 
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The DETAILCS card should be omitted if cut set measures are not invoked. 

The second card with the name TABLE starting in column I indicates that 
min cut sets will be printed with 8-character basic event names at the end 
of the IMPORTANCE output. If the TABLE card is omitted, then the 
maximum number of cut sets which wi II be printed is 500. The TABLE card 
should not be included if cut set measures are not invoked. 

Inclusion of the GATE card causes an output file which serves as an input 
file for the computer code GATE to be generated on file number 8 (which 
is the value assigned to the parameter variable LUN3 in the code). If this 
card is not included, this file will not be generated. 

The last card with the name NOPTION starting in column I indicates the 
end of the group of these cards. The NOPTION card must be included. 

7. Basic event data cards - The format of these cards is as follows. 

Columns 1-8 contain the name of the basic event (or the component). 

Columns 11-19 contain the failure rate, proportional hazard or mean time 
to failure (with format E9.3) depending on the value of IDATA. Column 20 
contains the symbol for the corresponding units (either H, D, M or Y) unless 
columns 11-19 contain a proportional hazard in which case column 20 is 
left blank. 

Columns 21-29 contain the mean fault duration (with format E9.3) if 
IDATA = I or 4 and are left blank if IDAT A = 2 or 3. Column 30 contains 
the units for the mean fault duration (H, D, M or Y) if IDATA = I or 4 
(blank otherwise). Columns 21-30 should be left blank if the component is 
non-repairable. 

Column 31 contains an asterisk if the basic event is an enabler event (blank 
otherwise). The probability of the enabling event is constant and is given 
by the product of LAMBDA and TAU. 

Columns 33-72 contain a description of the basic event. 

Another way of inputting a constant probability event is to type 0.0 
somewhere in columns 11-19 and to type the probability (i.e., a number 
between 0 and I) in columns 21-29 (according to a E9.3 format). (Col
umns 20 and 30 should be left blank.) 

A constant probability event is always treated as an enabling event. 

An NDA T A card must immediately follow the Basic Event Data Cards. 

8. Before running IMPORTANCE, the user should check his input to verify 
that three lines exist in the input with the following characters: 

Column I 

ENDIM 
NOPTION 
NDATA 
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9. The restrictions on the data input for each of the options are described 
below. 

Restrictions on Data Input 

Option 

2 

3 

4 

LAMDA 

Failure rate expressed 
in time units 

Failure rate expressed 
in time units 

Proportional hazard rate 

Lamda in this case is not 
a failure rate but is the 
reciprocal, mean time to 
failure. 

TAU 

Repair time expressed 
in time units 

Repair time must be 0 or 
left blank (convention 
indicating repair not 
allowed) 

Repair time must be 0 or 
left blank 

Repair time expressed 
in time units 

A useful feature of IMPORTANCE is that the number of basic event names in 

the input can exceed the number of basic events in the min cut sets. Hence a 

universal library of basic event data can be used. 

3.4 PRESSURE TANK EXAMPLE 

We use the system described below to generate a fault tree by the digraph 

(directed graph) fault tree technique. We run FTAP to perform the qualitative 

analysis, identify the enabling and initiating events, and run IMPORTANCE to 

perform the quantitative analysis. The concepts presented in this example can 

be directly extended to analysis of control systems. 

System Description 

The system given in Figure 3-2 discharges gas from a reservoir into a pressure 

tank. The pumping cycle is initiated by an operator who manually resets a timer 

which causes the timer contacts to close and the pump to start. The switch is 
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normally closed. At a prescribed time later (well before any overpressure 

condition can exist), the timer times out and the timer contacts open. Current is 

denied to the pump and pumping ceases. If the timer contacts do not open, the 

operator wi II notice the tank pressure by the pressure gauge becoming too high 

and he will open the switch. Again current is denied to the pump and pumping 

should cease. It is assumed that after each cycle, the compressed gas is 

discharged by opening the valve. It is also assumed that the valve is closed 

before the next cycle begins. 

System Digraph 

The system digraph is an intermediate step in the construction of the fault tree. 

It is a multivalued logic model that depicts the interrelationship of system 

variables. The system digraph with Top Event variable, tank pressure is shown in 

Figure 3-3. The Top Event of concern is pressure tank rupture. There are two 

feedback loops indicated by bold cyclic lines in the digraph. The function of 

these loops is to counteract the effect of the disturbance "timer contacts fail to 

open" which causes the pump motor to continue operating which results in 

overpressure. There are two loops: 

The operator sensing indicated pressure and opening the 
switch if pressure is too high 

• Pressure relief valve opening in the event of excess 
pressure 

Events which inactivate the loops are called zero gain events and appear as basic 

events in the fault tree. 

Fault Tree 

A fault tree with Top Event "Pressure Tank Rupture" is presented in Figure 3-4. 

The events are coded in the tree according to an alphanumeric scheme useful for 

input into FTAP. There are two initiating events that can cause the Top Event 

to occur: 
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e~ Pressure tank ruptures under load 

• Timer contacts fail to open 

In the case of the second initiating event, the two loops must fail in order for the 

tank to rupture due to overpressure, i.e., gate events BE6 and G4 must occur. 

Input/Output to FT AP 

The coded input to FT AP is shown in Figure 3-5. The input consists of three 

instruct ions: 

I) The fault tree specification (ending with the card 
END TREE) 

2) The option(s) 

3) Execution (*TREE or *XEQ card) 

The *XEQ card indicates that all the min cut sets wi II be generated. The printed 

output for FTAP is on file no. 6 which is displayed in Figure 3-6. This file 

displays 4 min cut sets, one of order I and three of order 3. 

Inclusion of the PUNCH option causes Fortran file no. 7 to be generated (as is 

displayed in Figure 3-7). This file stores the cut sets displayed in terms of index 

number for the basic events and is part of the input file to IMPORTANCE. 

USE OF IMPORTANCE 

As indicated in Figure 2-1, basic event data is required to run IMPORTANCE 

(except for the structural measure). We wi II run the pressure tank example 

under two hypothetical sets of circumstances--both are encountered in practice. 

We are in the design stages of the system and failure and 
repair data is not known. We will assume that system 
components are not repairable. 
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We have operated this system and have obtained data 
concerning failure and repair (or know failure data from 
data handbooks). Explosion of the tank is a recognized 
hazard. 

In the first case the concept of proportional hazards is useful. We could for 

example obtain estimates of the relative failure rates as listed below with a fair 

degree of confidence. 

Event Proportional Hazard 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

Tank Ruptures Under Load 

Timer Contacts Fail to Open 

Gauge Reads Low or Stuck 

Operator Fails to Open Switch 

Relief Valve Fails to Operate 

.001 

I. 

10. 

100. 

10. 

The above data implies for example that the timer contacts failing to open is 

I 000 times more likely than the tank rupturing under load but I 00 times less 

likely than the operator failing to open the switch. 

Further we will estimate the median probability of system failure as 10-4 with 

90 percent confidence limits estimated to be 10- 6 and I o-2• We consider this 

interval to see if there is any change in the importance rankings as the 

probability of the Top Event increases (or as time increases). 

For systems in the design stages useful measures to be run include: 

• Structural measure of basic event importance 

• Upgrading function 

• Fusseii-Vesely measure of cut set importance 
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Option 3 in IMPORTANCE should be run since we have proportional hazards as 

input and we are obtaining the above measures as a function of the probability of 

the Top Event. The input to IMPORTANCE is shown in Figure 3-8. The first 

line is the Title card. The second line indicates that we want Option 3 which 

implies that proportional hazards are the input for basic event data and that 

importance measures will be computed at the inputted values for the probability 

of the Top Event. 

The third line indicates that three data points are given on the fourth card--in 

this case three values for the probability of the Top Event. The next three cards 

indicate that the structural measure of basic event importance, the upgrading 

function and the Fusseii-Vesely Measure of cut set importance is to be computed 

for cut sets up to order 3. Following these cards are the ENDIM and NOPTION 

cards. The basic event data appear in the last set of cards followed by an 

NDAT A card. The input in Figure 3-8 is to be merged with theFT AP generated 

data in Figure 3-7 to obtain the input file to IMPORTANCE. The output file is 

shown in Appendix A. 

Page A-I of Appendix A clearly displays the option selected by the user and the 

importance measures to be calculated. Page A-2 displays the input data which 

the user should carefully check for errors. Page A-3 lists the number of system 

states (2NBE-I, where NBE equals number of basic events), and the structural 

measure of importance for each basic event. This measure ranks the basic event 

"tank rupture under load" as the most important event. Some of the other 

structural rankings are counter intuitive--for example the operator is ranked as 

being of equal importance as the switch and pressure gauge. 

We now consider probabilistic measures for basic events and min cut sets. Pages 

A-4 and A-7 confirm the importance of the tank rupturing under load for 

reliable systems. However, as the system becomes less reliable, the active 

components including the timer, relief valve and operator become more impor

tant than the pressure tank rupturing under load. Also the probabilistic measures 

show that the operator is always more important than the switch or pressure 

gauge. 
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Now we consider the pressure tank system under the second set of circumstances 

stated above in which we have actual operating data. 

Explosion of the tank is recognized as a potential hazard to personnel. Figures 

of merit based on concepts of interval reliability are particularly relevant. If 

the explosion of the tank is not a totally intolerable event, we may also be 

interested in system downtime and figures of merit based on concepts of system 

unava i lobi I ity. 

Calculating system unavailability for secondary failure events, such as tank 

rupture due to overpressure, requires special treatment. The three min cut sets 

of order three in Figure 3-6 cause overpressure which causes the pressure tank 

to rupture. Repairing the system, however, involves more than repairing the 

components in whatever min cut set caused the overpressure to exist--the 

pressure tank itself must also be repaired. In general, this is true of any min cut 

set which causes a secondary failure of a component. 

To conservatively account for the repair of the tank we can simply add the 

repair time of the initiating event (in this case the timer) and the repair time of 

the tank to obtain a pseudo repair time for the initiating event. This approach 

works when running IMPORTANCE if there is one initiating event per minimal 

cut set. If there are two or more events which can function as initiating events 

in a minimal cut set then the repair time of the secondary failure (the tank 

rupture) should only be added to the repair time of whichever event is acting as 

the initiating event in the occurrence of the minimal cut set. The current 

version of IMPORTANCE cannot handle differing repair times for initiating 

events but could be modified relatively easily. 

If we do not modify the repair time of the initiating event as stated above, we 

will overestimate the Top Event rate. This overestimation is acceptable for 

interval reliability analyses of catastrophic system events. 

For the pressure tank system we wi II assume that there is one operating cycle 

per hour. At the end of each 8-hour operating shift, the operator inspects the 
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switch and pressure gauge. (We wi II assume perfect inspection.) It takes 18 

hours on the average to repair or replace either the switch or pressure gauge. 

The pressure relief valve is inspected yearly. We will assume that failure rate 

data is available from plant data and that it is as listed below. 

Basic Event Failure Rate * Fault Duration 

Tank I o-8 /hr I month 

Timer I o-5 /hr I month 

Pressure Gauge I0-4/hr 22 hours* 

Operator I o-2 I demand 

Switch I0-5/hr 22 hours* 

Relief Valve 10-4/hr .5 years 

* e = 8 hours, T = 18 hours 

The repair time of one month for the timer follows from the previous discussion, 

i.e., the timer is an initiating event which causes tank rupture and so the tanks' 

repair time is added to the timers'. The other initiating event is the tank 

rupturing under load. All other events are enabling events and are conditional on 

the occurrence the initiating event "timer contacts fail to open" when the 

initiating event causes the Top Event to occur. The input to IMPORTANCE for 

this example is shown in Figure 3-9. 

The second line of Figure 3-9 indicates that Option I will be used and that 

steady state calculations wi II be performed. Line 3 shows that there are two 

mission time points--1 0 hours and 30 years as given on line 4. The units H, D, M 

and Y for hours, days, months and years are allowed. The next group of cards 

indicates that we will be computing the following measures of basic event 

importance: 

e Fusseii-Vesely (system unavailability weighting) 

e Initiator (Barlow-Proschan) 

e Enabler (sequential contributory) 

* Note that the parameter, mean time to failure, which is the reciprocal of 
failure rate can also be used as input data for IMPORTANCE. 
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and the following measures of min cut set importance for min cut sets of order 3 

and less: 

• Fusseii-Vesely (system unavailability weighting) 

• Initiator (Barlow-Proschan) 

The next card "Gate" indicates that an output file wi II be generated for the 

computer code GATE. (We wi II explain the operation of this computer code in 

Section 4.) 

The next group of cards in Figure 3-9 are the basic event data. Note that the 

enabling events are indicated by either an asterisk in column 31 or a value of 

zero for LAMBDA. The asterisk indicates that we will take the product of 

LAMBDA times TAU to obtain a constant probability for the enabling event. 

Figure 3-9 shows three cards which must be contained in the input to IMPOR

TANCE: 

• ENDIM 

• NOPTION 

• NDATA 

The output is displayed in Appendix B. In the output of the importance measures 

on pages B-3 through B-9, the initiating event is identified with the letter I. In 

addition, the basic event data are displayed in terms of the units the user specified 

in the input. The full basic event description accompanies each basic event. The 

output on page B-4 is particularly important. When the initiator (i.e., Barlow

Proschan) measure of basic event importance is computed, the Top Event 

characteristics on B-4 are gener·ated. An important figure for catastrophic 

system events is the mean time to occurrence for the Top Event, given as 1784.6 

years for this problem. This number can serve as a design goal for interval 

reliability analysis. With regard to the output of the min cut set measures on 

pages B-7 through B-9, the number of initiating events in the new min cut set 
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indicates the number of ways a min cut set can fail. Note that the listing of min 

cut sets provides a convenient basis to explain to management the order in which 

the basic events occurred in causing the Top Event. For example, on page B-7, 

min cut set no. 4 ranked number one. We see that the timer contacts failing to 

open is the initiating event. Because the relief valve failed to operate and the 

operator failed to respond, the pressure tank ruptured. 

Note that in this problem the basic event and min cut set rankings based on the 

Fussell-Vesely measure are equal to those based on interval reliability. This is 

true because (I) the repair times of each initiator are nearly equal, (2) the 

system is reliable and (3) there is one initiating event per cut set. In this case, 

the Top Event Rate times the repair time of the initiator is the system 

unavailability. It follows that all importance measures are proportional to the 

Top Event Rate. 

However, in general, rankings based on system unavailability differ from those 

based upon interval reliability. An interesting fact is that the role of initiating 

and enabling events can change. For example, say there was an emergency mode 

of operation for the pressure tank. During this mode, the operator knows that 

the timer contacts failed to open and the contacts are jumpered while repair or 

replacement on the timer is occurring. The operator operates the system by 

opening the switch when the pressure gauge reading indicates a pressurized tank. 

During the emergency mode the events which inactivated the loop before 

become initiating events for the emergency mode. The reliability of the 

operator has also changed since he knows that the timer has failed and he is the 

important component responsible in preventing overpressure. This example 

suggests there must be a reliability analysis conducted for each mode of system 

operation involving catastrophic system events. 
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4..0 THE COMPUTER CODE GATE 

The computer code GATE computes for each gate event in the fault tree the 

following characteristics: 

• Availability 

• Event Rate 

e Expected Number of Occurrences 

e Mean Time to Occurrence 

• Mean Duration Time 

If there are no initiators in the min cut sets for the gate events, then the gate 

event rate does not exist and only unavai lobi lity has meaning. 

Generally, gate events occur more often than the Top Event. For those gate 

events which occur frequently, one can collect data and compare the data to the 

numerical results generated by GATE. Hence a useful feature of GATE is that 

one can use the output to verify the accuracy of the tree structure and basic 

event data. 

. 4.1 INPUT FILES 

There are three input files to GATE as described in Table 4-1. 

The first input file is obtained by running FTAP with the ALL and PUNCH 

option. 

The second input file is obtained by running CHECKDATA with a modified FTAP 

input. To modify the FTAP data, the following information is placed after each 

gate event description: 

e In columns I and 2 an asterisk 

e In columns 3 and 4 the page number on the fault tree 
which contains that event 
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File 
Number 

I. 

2. 

3. 

TABLE 4-1 

INPUT FILES TO GATE 

Manner in which 
file is obtained 

Run FT AP with ALL 
md PUNCH option 

Run CHECKDATA with 
modified FT AP input 

Run IMPORTANCE with 
GATE instruction 
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File 

Number 
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indicates the number of ways a min cut set can fail. Note that the listing of min 

cut sets provides a convenient basis to explain to management the order in which 

the basic events occurred in causing the Top Event. For example, on page B-7, 

min cut set no. 4 ranked number one. We see that the timer contacts fai I ing to 

open is the initiating event. Because the relief valve failed to operate and the 

operator failed to respond, the pressure tank ruptured. 

Note that in this problem the basic event and min cut set rankings based on the 

Fusseii-Vesely measure are equal to those based on interval reliability. This is 

true because (I) the repair times of each initiator are nearly equal, (2) the 

system is reliable and (3) there is one initiating event per cut set. In this case, 

the Top Event Rate times the repair time of the initiator is the system 

unavailability. It follows that all importance measures are proportional to the 

Top Event Rate. 

However, in general, rankings based on system unavailability differ from those 

based upon interval reliability. An interesting fact is that the role of initiating 

and enabling events can change. For example, say there was an emergency mode 

of operation for the pressure tank. During this mode, the operator knows that 

the timer contacts failed to open and the contacts are jumpered while repair or 

replacement on the timer is occurring. The operator operates the system by 

opening the switch when the pressure gauge reading indicates a pressurized tank. 

During the emergency mode the events which inactivated the loop before 

become initiating events for the emergency mode. The reliability of the 

operator has also changed since he knows that the timer has failed and he is the 

important component responsible in preventing overpressure. This example 

suggests there must be a reliability analysis conducted for each mode of system 

operation involving catastrophic system events. 
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4..0 THE COMPUTER CODE GATE 

The computer code GATE computes for each gate event in the fault tree the 

following characteristics: 

e Availability 

e Event Rate 

e Expected Number of Occurrences 

e Mean Time to Occurrence 

e Mean Duration Time 

If there are no initiators in the min cut sets for the gate events, then the gate 

event rate does not exist and only unavailability has meaning. 

Generally, gate events occur more often than the Top Event. For those gate 

events which occur frequently, one can collect data and compare the data to the 

numerical results generated by GATE. Hence a useful feature of GATE is that 

one can use the output to verify the accuracy of the tree structure and basic 

event data. 

. 4.1 INPUT FILES 

There are three input files to GATE as described in Table 4-1. 

The first input file is obtained by running FTAP with the ALL and PUNCH 

option. 

The second input file is obtained by running CHECKDATA with a modified FTAP 

input. To modify the FT AP data, the following information is placed after each 

gate event description: 

e In columns I and 2 an asterisk 

e In columns 3 and 4 the page number on the fault tree 
which contains that event 
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File 
Number 

I. 

2. 

3. 

TABLE 4-1 

INPUT FILES TO GATE 

Manner in which 
file is obtained 

Run FT AP with ALL 
and PUNCH option 

Run CHECKDATA with 
modified FT AP input 

Run IMPORTANCE with 
GATE. instruction 
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In columns 5 through 80, the full gate event description 

CHECKDAT A checks the input data to FTAP to make sure that the line 

following each gate name is a description. If no gate name is given, an error 

message wi II be produced. 

The third file is obtained by using the GATE instruction in IMPORTANCE. When 

running IMPORTANCE with the GATE instruction, either option I or 4 must be 

used (IDAT A equals I or 4 on line 2) and steady state probabil ites must be used 

(ITDEP = 0 on line 2). 

Both FTAP and CHECKDATA can receive the same input files by modifying 

FT AP as described in Appendix C. 

4.2 EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF GATE 

If FT AP is modified as suggested above, then the input to both FT AP and 

CHECKDAT A for the pressure tank system is given in Figure 4-1. Note that each 

basic event is treated as a one input OR gate. Using this feature the output of 

GATE will also list all the basic events as well as the GATE events. The ouput 

of FT AP using the ALL option is displayed in Figure 4-2. 

The third input file to GATE is generated by IMPORTANCE with input given in 

Figure 3-9. Note in Figure 3-9 that IDATA = I and ITDEP = 0 on line 2 and that 

the GATE instruction is used (before NOPTION instruction). The output file of 

IMPORTANCE which is FORTRAN file no. 8 is displayed in Figure 4-3. 

The output of GATE is displayed in Figure 4-4. Note that for enabling events 

only gate event unavailability is given. Note that the gate event "Negative 

Feec.back Loop Inactive" is also an enabling event (i.e., this event can only 

contribute to, but not cause, system failure). 
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FIGURE 4-2 

OUTPUT OF FT AP USING ALL OPTION 
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5.0 COMMERCIAL APPLICATION OF IMPORTANCE* 

An older version of IMPORTANCE has been used at Lawrence Livermore 

National Laboratory on various studies which included a study of the advisabi lify 

of seismic trip systems (3), (4) and for assessment of security systems (5), (6). 

These studies mainly addressed the problem of system unavailability. As 

described earlier in this report, IMPORTANCE has been modified so that its 

calculations can also be used for interval reliability analysis of control systems. 

In this section we describe an analysis made by E. I. duPont de Nemours Co., 

Victoria in the reliability analysis of a chemical processing system which 

parallels the approach taken in analysis of the pressure tank system described in 

Section 3.4. 

5.1 CHLORINE VAPORIZER SYSTEM 

The system is the chlorine vaporizer system presented in Figure 5-1. The input 

process stream consists of liquid chlorine. The output stream consists of 

superheated chlorine gas which flows to a chemical reactor (not shown). The 

liquid chlorine is heated in the vaporizer and heated further in the superheater. 

There is a level control in the vaporizer which consists of a level transmitter and 

a pneumatic control valve. A concern in the operation of this system is that 

liquid chlorine may enter the overheads and be carried to the chemical reactor, 

potentially causing a reactor rupture. The original system in Figure 5-1 had an 

alarm indicating a high liquid chlorine level in the vaporizer and a low 

temperature alarm exit the vaporizer. When the alarm sounded the operator 

would physically close the output valve to the chlorine vaporizer to prevent 

liquid chlorine from entering the superheater. Two alternative designs con

sidered by duPont were System A and System B (as shown in Figures 5-2 and 

5-3). System A had the features of the original system with added control 

devices which included a redundant float level and interlock systems which 

would close pneumatic valve PV-67 in the event of an alarm condition. System B 

had many features of System A with added safety devices which included: 

* Information in this section is provided by Mr. Colin Dunglinson, a process 
engineer at the duPont Victoria Plant. 
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e Two interlock loops 

e Dedicated relay for each sensor 

e Reverse acting level transmitter 

e Selector switch to select vaporizer in use (the system uses 
two vaporizers on-line and an installed spare) 

Bypass around low temperature trip - for startup 

5.2 SYSTEM DIGRAPHS 

System digraphs were used to generate fau It trees for all three systems. The 

process variables for System A are shown in Figure 5-2 which was used to 

construct the system digraph given in Figure 5-4. This digraph shows three 

feedback loops initiated by the operator (indicated by transfer symbols ffi, ffi 
and Lt) and these interlock feedback loops all passing through node S810 in 

which a common relay R999 is de-energized. Between each set of nodes in the 

digraph (which represent variables) are (I) edges which describe the relationship 

between the variables and (2) devices that cause the input-output relationships. 

5.3 COMPONENT F AlLURE MODE ANALYSIS 

From the devices identified in the digraph in Figure 5-2, failure modes were 

identified and their associated failure rates and fault duration times obtained 

from plant data or from data banks. Typical data given in mean time to failure, 

MTTF, are shown in Figures 5-5 and 5-6 for pneumatic transmitters and sensors, 

respectively. Note there are many more failure modes that cause the trans

mitter to fail low than high. Also note that the modes which fail high or low are 

initiating events as opposed to sensor stuck which is an enabling event. 

5.4 FAULT TREE GENERATION AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

The synthesis algorithm was used to construct the fault tree from the digraph. 

The T~p Event was mass flow rate at location 803 too high, [M803 (+I 0)]. 

The min cut sets were obtained from FTAP by using a probabilistic culling 

function which eliminated min cut sets according to probability. This step was 
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necessary because the number of min cut sets was enormous and all of them 

could not be generated. 

5.5 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 

IMPORTANCE was run to obtain measures of system performance and impor

tance measures for basic events and min cut sets. For this system we are 

concerned with measures of interval reliability since the Top Event is potentially 

catastrophic.* The figure of merit for system performance is the mean time to 

failure and the expected number of failures during the plant life (assumed to be 

20 years). The analysis of the original system revealed a mean time to failure of 

1.5 years with 13.1 system failures in 20 years (as shown by the IMPORTANCE 

output on page D-3 of Appendix D). 

This frequency corresponded reasonably with plant data which recorded a 

frequency of approximately once every four years. The calculated number is 

reasonable since the plant operators may not report all incidences. 

As shown by the intiator rankings and page D-4, the failure of the level 

transmitter and i/p transducer failing low made the dominant contribution. 

Likewise, as shown by the enabler rankings on page D-5, the failure modes 

involving the operator to respond dominated. 

As shown in Figure 5-7 a series of design changes were made and IMPORTANCE 

rerun to assess the change in the mean time to failure. The rankings of the 

initiators and enablers suggested design changes. The third column in Figure 5-7 

lists the type of level transmitter in the design. The tronsmitter in the original 

design had a MTTF of 1.5 years--the transmitter that was reverse acting had a 

MTTF of 17 years. "Fail low" modes are more common than "fail high" modes. 

* All carryovers of liquid chlorine do not result in ruptures. Engineering 
analysis is necessary to perform consequence calculations. 
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MEAN TIME TO LTFAILURE 
SYSTEM F AlLURE (YR) ENF (20) RATE (IIYR) 

ORIGINAL 1.5 13 II 1.5 

I INTERLOCK 
I RELAY 26.7 0. 70 1/1.5 

I INTERLOCK 
3 RELAYS 59.5 0.34 I I 1.5 

I INTERLOCK 
3 RELAYS 308 0.06 1117 

I INTERLOCK 
3 RELAYS 
+ SEL SW & 
BYPASS 273 0.07 1117 

• 2 INTERLOCKS 
3 RELAYS 
+ SEL SW & 
BYPASS 4,250 .0046 1117 

796 .024 I I 1.5 

FIGURE 5-7 

EFFECT OF SYSTEM DESIGN CHANGES 
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The first change to the original design was the addition of one interlock on valve 

PV-67 and a new valve with one relay (this interlock system serves as a 

redundancy to the operator). This system (system A) had a mean time to failure 

of 26.7 years. "Conventional wisdom" would have concluded that design A is 

satisfactory. However, the use of FT AP and IMPORTANCE suggested further 

design changes. The next change was the inclusion of a separate relay for each 

sensing device (two sensors for level and one for low temperature). This change 

increased the MTTF by a factor of two. The initiator rankings up to this point 

ranked the level transmitter failing low as a dominant initiator. The next change 

included changing the level transmitter to a reverse acting (e.g., fail-safe on loss 

of instrument air) level transmitter and eliminating i/p transducer L-62-2 which 

increased the MTTF by a factor of 5. The analysis up to this point did not 

include the possibility of bypassing the entire interlock system. Adding a bypass 

and selector switches did not adversely affect reliability (273 yr MTTF vs. 308 yr 

without) - a somewhat surprising result. 

The final design which is system B included 2 interlocks (double valving), 3 

relays, a bypass and selector switches and a reverse acting level transmitter. 

The overall improvement increased the MTTF to 4,250 years. The design goal 

was I ,000 years. An assessment of the spurious trip rate was also made. The 

addition of 20 control devices each with a MTTF of approximately 20 years in 

generating a spurious signal resulted in an estimate of one spurious trip per year. 

5.6 COMMENTS 

The first author of this report has had the opportunity to teach fault tree 

analysis courses. A comment made by one of the course participants when the 

above example was presented in the course was as follows: 

As a design engineer, I would have proposed a system which 
incorporated some of. the design changes that were 
implemented in the modified system designs. However, I 
would have no idea of (I) the relative improvement in 
system performance or (2) the important contributors to 
system failure. The approach described (as above) 
provides a logical engineering approach to reliability 
analysis of control systems. 
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The authors agree with this statement and add one other comment. 

Fault tree analysis is best used as a design tool as was illustrated in the example 

of the chlorine vaporizer. The basic event data which was used on the original 

design was also used to assess alternative designs. The basic event data in a 

sense was verified since the expected number of system failures for the original 

design agreed with the data based on operating experience. 

With the advent of complex engineering systems posing potential risks to the 

public and property we feel reliability analysis as described in this manual is 

necessary. The important point to be made is that reliability analysis is not an 

end-all, but is a very important tool in decision making, particularly, as systems 

become more complex. 

S-12 



6.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

TERA is actively seeking funding for the three projects described below. 

The new version of IMPORTANCE performs calculations with point estimates for 

the basic event parameters, failure rate and fault duration. The first identified 

project would be to alter IMPORTANCE so that it can conduct an uncertainty 

analysis by a Monte Carlo Analysis. This can be performed by assuming the basic 

event parameters are random variables with distributions of specified means and 

variances. 

Another identified task would be to add a gate importance function. One 

measure would be 

Event rate of the union all min cut sets 
which caused the gate event to be true 

Top Event Rate 

An importance value of one implies that the gate event always occurs when the 

Top Event occurs. 

Note that the above definition considers common mode events. A minimal cut 

set for a gate event could be a non-minimal cut set for the Top Event. This non

minimal set would not be included in the above expression. This implies that 

there is a gate event somewhere else in the fault tree making the true 

contribution to the Top Event Rate. 

IMPORTANCE can compute tighter (better) bounds for Top Event characteristics 

and importance measures for basic events if the fault tree is modularized, (i.e., 

intermediate events are found in the fault tree whose basic events do not appear 

elsewhere in the fault tree). Also, less core storage is required to store the min 

cut sets if they are expressed in terms of modules. There is an option in FT AP 

called MODSIZE that outputs the min cut sets in modular form. An improvement 

to IMPORTANCE would be to accept these modu lor cut sets as input. 
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APPENDIX A 

IMPORTANCE OUTPUT FOR PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS 



Tbf I~PORTANCF COMPUTFR COrE - DEVFLOPED FOR tUPONT CO~P. EY TFRA CORP., SYSTE~ SAfETY ANt RfLIAFILITY GROUP. 
****$********0****************************************************************************************************** 

PRESSURE TANK SYSTFr. -- PROPOhTIONAL HAZARDS 

******************************************************************************************************************** 

IMPORTANCE rEASURES WILL PE CALCULATED AT THE 3 INPUTTED POINTS LISTED PELOW. 
PROBABILITY Of THE TOP EVENT -- 0.100E-05 0.1~0E-03 0.100E-01 

********************************************************************* 

** BASIC EVENT OPTIONS USED ** 

~ INITIATOR INA!LER 
~ CRITIC!- UPGRAtiRG FUSSELL- (BARLOW- (COMTRIB-

PIRNBAU~ LITT FUNCTION VESELY PROSCHAN) UTORT) STRUCTURAL 

NO NO TES NO NO NC TIS 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
** MIN CUT SET OPTIONS USED ** 
INITIATO~ 

(BARLOW-PROSCHAN) FUSSELL-VESILY 

NO ns 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MAXIMUM CUT SFT ORDER FOR TBE FUSSELL-VESELY MEASUIE 01 CUT SET IMPORTANCE = 3 

INFORMATION ON DETAILED CCT SET OUTPUT (DEFAULT VALUES USED) -- NM = 10~ AND FACTOR :.11 



)::> 
I 

N 

******************** PRESSURE TAN~ SYSTEM -- FROPOrtTIONAL HAZARDS 

** EASIC FVINT DATA ** 

PROPORTIONAL 
BAZ.A.llD 

UL0 
100. 
10.0 
1.00 

0. HHJI-02 
1.09 

NAME 
GAUGE 
OPERATOR 
RVALVE 
SWITCH 
TANI 
TIMER 

DESCRIPTION 
GAUGE STUCK OR READS LOW 
OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN SWITCH 
RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
SWITCh CONTACTS FAIL TO CFtN 
TAN! RUPTURES UNDER LOAD 
TIMER CONTACTS FAIL TO OPiN 

*¥****************** 



)::> 
I 
w 

••••••************** PRESSURE TA•I SISTIM 

uu 
1 
2 
2 
~ 
~ 
3 

BIRNBAUM'S MIASURI OF STRUCTURAL IMPORTANCE 
NUM!IR OJ STSTIM STATES = 0.320E 02 

!ASIC IYI•T IMPORTANCE BASIC ifiNT DISCRIPTION 
TANI 1.670 TANI RUPTURES UNDIR LOAD 
RfALTI 1.249 RILII! VALVE fAILS TO OPERAT! 
TIMIR 1.24Q TIMIR CONTACTS fAIL TO OPIN 
GAUGI 8.132 GAUGI STUCI OR RIADS LOW 
SWITCH 1.132 SWITCH CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 
OPIIATOI 1.132 OPERATOR fAILS TO OPII SWITCH 

PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS ******************** 



)::> 
I 

_p. 

********•••••••••••• PRESSUBI T!NI SYSTEM -- PROPOHTIONAL HAZARDS 
UPGRADING JUNCTION--BASIC EVENT IMPORTANCE 

PROB Ol TOP iTINT2 ~.1801-95 

Ull 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

TIME DlPINDENT CALCULATIONS 
JASIC IYIIT IMPORTANCE PROPORTIONAL HAZARD 
TAll .62195 8.1081-02 PROP H 
TIMER .25989 1.99 PROP H 
RfALYI .25833 1e.s PROP H 
OPERATOR .22563 tee. PROP H 
GAUGE .23863E-S1 18.9 PROP H 
SWITCH .239971-82 1.00 PROP H 

BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
TANK RUPTURES UNLER LOAD 
TI~ER CONTACTS fAIL TO OPEN 
RELIEf VALVE JAILS TO OPERATE 
OPERATOR fAILS TO OPEN SWITCH 
GAUGE STUCK OR RE!tS LOW 
SWITCH CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

******************** 



******************** PRISSURI T!Nl STSTIM -- PROPORTIONAL HAZAIDS 
UPGRADING fUICTION--BASIC EVENT IMPORTANCE 

PROB Ol TOP IJINT• B.100E-03 

UII 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
e 

)::> 
I 

c..n 

TIMI DEPIMDIMT CALCULATIONS 
BASIC IJ~IT IMPORTANCE PROPORTIONAL HAZARD 

TIMIR .94701 1.11 PROP R 
IJALJI .92863 10.0 PROP R 
OPiRATOA .65412 100. PROP R 
GAUGI .110~2 10.0 PROP B 
TANI .~76321-11 8.1111-12 PROP B 
SIITCI .11.a21-11 1.00 PROP I 

EASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
TIMER CONTACTS fAIL TO OPEN 
RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN SWITCH 
GAUGE STUCI OR RIALS LOW 
TAli RUPTURES UNDER LOAD 
SWITCH CONTACTS fAIL TO CPIN 

******************** 



)::> 
I 

en 

******************** PRESSURE TANI SYSTIM -- PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS 
UPGRADING fUNCTION--EASIC EVENT IMPORTANCE 

PROB Ol TOP ITINT• 9.1081-91 

LUI 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

TIMI DiPIND!NT CALCULATIONS 
JASIC ITINT IMPORTANCI FROPORTIONAL HAZARD 

TIMIR .92369 1.00 PROP H 
RTALYI .84723 1e.B PROP H 
GAUGI .17934 10.0 PROP H 
OPIRATOI .11361 100. PROP R 
SWITCH .236811-81 1.00 PROP B 
TANI .314181-92 0.100i-02 PROP B 

EASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
TIHiR CONTACTS JAIL TO OPEN 
RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
GAUGE STUCK OR RUDS LOW 
OPERATOR .HILS TO OPEN SWITCH 
SWITCH CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 
TANK RUPTURES UNDER LOAD 

******************** 



)::> 
I 
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******************** PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM -- PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS 
FUSSELL-JISILT MEASURE OF CUT SET IMPORTANCE (~EASURi OF SYSTIM UNAVAILABILTY) 

tiMITING STSTIH UNAVAILABILITY• 9.1001-05 
JAil IMPORTANCE 

1 S.?Ui SI!J CUT SIT 1 
BASIC lfiiiT PROPORTIONAL HAZARD BASIC EVENT DISCRIPTION 
UU .1saes1-s2 PROP H TAN( RUPTURES UND!R LOAD 

2 1.2:531 se COT SIT 4: 
BASIC IUU PROPORTIOUL HAZARD BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 

OPIRATOI 190.00 PROP H OPIRATOR FAILS TO OPil SWITCH 
RYALJI te.see PI.OP H RiLIEF VALli FAILS TO OPIRATI 
TIMID t.liiHI PROP H TIMIR CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

3 8.2391-11 COT SIT 2 
US IC IYIIIT 

cauG:i: 
llHLYI 
THill 

4: 1.2~01-12 CUT 
USIC IUIIT 
UALYI 
SWITCH 
TIHIB 

PROPORTIONAL HAZARD BASIC EVIMT DESCRIPTION 
18.990 PROP H GAUGE STUCK OR READS LOW 
18.900 PROP H BELIEF lALVE FAILS TO OPlRATl 

1. """' 
PROP R TIMIR CONTACTS fAIL TO OPEN 

SIT 3 
PROPORTIONAL HAZARD BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
19.000 PROP R RILIEI VALVE FAILS TO OfERATI 
1.9009 PROP H SWITCH CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 
1.0190 PROP B TIMER CONTACTS lAIL TO OPEN 

•••••••••••••••••••• 



):::> 
I 

co 

******************** PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM -- PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS 
FUSSELL-VESfiY MEASURE 01· CUT SE'l' IHPOitTANCE (MEASURE OF SYSTR1 UNAVAILA.tlLTYl 

LIMITING SYSTiM UNAVAILABILITY= 0.1~0E-03 
RAMI IMPORTANCE 

1 e.83BE 0e CUT SET 4 
!ASIC EJINT PROPORTIONAL HAZARD BASIC EVENT DESCRitTION 

OPiRATOR lliJ0. 00 PROP H OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN SWITCH 
RlALU 10.000 PROP H RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPIRATI 
Tlt1iR 1'.0000 PROP B TIMIR CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

2 0.16)31 00 CUT SIT 2 
llAS IC EVENT PROPORTIONAL HAZARD BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 

GAUGE 10.000 PROP B GAUGE STUCK CR READS LOW 
RVAUE 

HJ. """ 
PROP B RELIIJ' VALVE FAILS TO OPERATI 

Tli"ER 1.0000 PROP B TIMER CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

3 0.487F-01 CUT SIT 1 
.BAS I C I lENT 

TANK 

' 0.105E-01 CUT 
USIC ETINT 
RHLVE 
SWITCH 
TIMER 

PROPORTIONAL HAZARD EASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
.10000!-02 PROP H TANI RUPTURES UNDER LOAD 

SIT 3 
PROPORTIONAL HAZARD EASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
10.000 PROP H RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPERATI 
1.0000 PROP B SWITCH CONTACTS fAIL TO OPFN 
1.0000 PROP H TIMIH CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

******************** 



):::> 
I 

1.0 

•••••••••*** .. ****** PRESSURE TAN( SYSTEM -- PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS 
russ•tt-TISILI MIASURI OF CUT SIT IMPORTANOI (~I!SURI OF STSTJM UMAYAILABILTY) 

1IHITIMG STSTIM UM!YAILABILITTz 0.1001-81 
'~II IMPOIT!ICF 

1 1.763E 00 CO! SIT 4 
BASIC llltiT PROPOBTI OMAL HAZARD BASIC IYINT DESCRIPTION 

OPI.IUTOI U!l0 .00 PROP B OP!RATOR fAILS TO OPEN SWITCH 
IJALU 10.000 PROP B RIL!Ei lALll FAILS TO OPERATI 
T!Mii 1.11001/1 PROP B TIMIR CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

2 1.212! 01/1 CUT SIT 2 
USIC IUNT PROPORTIONAL HAZARD BASIC IYENT DESCRIPTION 

G.AUGI u. """ PROP B GAUGE STUCI OR READS LOW 
llfALVI 11.1/16!11/1 PROP R RILIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPlRATI 
TIMER 1.181/10 PROP B TIHIR CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

:S f/1.2~2E-81 CO! SIT 3 
US IC ITIJI'l' PROPORTIONAL HAZARD BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 

RV!LU 11.090 PROP B RILIIF VALVE FAILS TO OPIRATi 
SWITCH l.IIH0 PROP H SWITCH COITACTS FAIL TO OPEN 
Tl MIR 1.11090 PROP B TIHIR CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

~ 0 .308!-82 CU! SIT 1 
:BASIC ITDT PROPORTIONAL HAZARD BASIC IYENT DESCRIPTION 

TAN! .10011101-02 PROP B TAMI RUPTURES UNDER LOAD 

******************** 



REFERENCE TA!Ll FOR MIN CUT SETS 
J> ORDI:R 1 2 3 
I 10. OF MIN CUT SETS l e 3 

1-' 
0 

10. Of HlN CUT SETS • 4, 

CUT SIT NO. ORD!R BASIC !.VENTS 
1 1 TANK 
2 3 GAUGE RV!LH TIMER 
:5 3 RVALYI SWITCH TIMIR 
4 3 OPIR!TOR nun TIMER 



APPENDIX B 

IMPORTANCE OUTPUT FOR INTERNAL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
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THE IMPORTANCE COMPUTER CODE- DEVELOPED fOR DUPONT CO~P. BY TERA COhP., SYSTEM SAFETY ANt RILIAEILITY GROUP • ................................................................................................................... 
PRiSSLRE TiNI SYSTEM -- INT!RV!L RILIA~ILTT ANALYSIS 

.................................................................................................................... 
:BPOT DATA OPTION 1 
rAILORI RATI AND MIAN FAULT DURATION GIY~ IN TIRMS OF RIAL TIME 

)!lADY STATE CALCULATIONS 

liPiCTID NUMBER OF FAILURES CALCULATED FOR TIMI = 10.00H 30.00! 

..................................................................... 
** BASIC IVINT OPTIONS USED ** 

INITIATOR ENABLER 
CRITIC!- OPGRADIIG FUSSELL- (BARLOW- (CONTRIB-

BIRNBAUM LITT FUIICTIOI VISILT PROSCHAN) UTORI) STRUCTURAL 

NO 110 NO YES n:s YES NO 

..................................................................... 
** HIM COT SIT OPTIONS USFD ** 

INITIATOR 
(BARLOW-PROS CHAR) 

YES 

JUSSILL-VESILT 

ns 

..................................................................... 
~AIIHOM COT SiT ORDER FOR TBI BARLOW-PROSCHAN MEASURE OF CUT SET IMPORTANCE : 3 
MAIIMUM CUT SET ORDER FOR TBl FUSSELL-VESELY HEASURt OF CUT SIT IMPORTANCE : 3 

INfORMATION ON DETAILED CUT SET OUTPUT (DEfALLT VALUES USED1 -- NM: 100 AND FACTOR =.01 

\ 



c::l 
I 

N 

•••••••••••••••••••• 

fAILURE RATE 
I .1001-03 /HOUR 

0.100E-03/HOUR 
0 .100:£-04/HOUR 
0 .100E-07 /HOUR 
B .109!-04/HOUI 

PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM -- INTERVAL RELIABILTY ANALYSIS 

** BASIC EVENT DATA ** 
MEAN 

FAULt DURATION 
22. BOORS 

0.un:-01 CONSTP 
0. 50 YIARS 

22. BOORS 
1.0 MONTHS 
1. 0 MONTHS 

NAME IHABLER 
GAUGE * 
OPERATOR * 
RVALVE * 
SWITCH * 
TANK 
TIMER 

DESCRIPTION 
GAUGE STUCK OR READS LOW 
OPERATOR IAILS TO OPEN SWITCM 
RfLIKf VALVE fAILS TO OPERATE 
S~ITCH CONTACTS fAIL TO OPFN 
TANI RUPTURES UNDER LOAD 
TIMER CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

******************** 



c:::l 
I 
w 

.. ****************** PRESSURE TANl SYSTEM -- INTERVAL RELIA~ILTY ANALYSIS ******************** 
FUSSELL-VESEL! MEASURE Ol BASIC EVENT IMPORTANCE (MEASURE Of SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY) 

STEADY STATI CALCULATIONS 
LIMITIIG STSTIM UNAlAILIBILITT• 0.460871-04 

lUI 
1 
1 
2 
~ 
4 
5 

IASIC .UiiiT 
TI HER I 
RJ!LVE 
OPERATOR 
TANl I 
GAUGE 
SWITCH 

IMPORTAICI 
0.844 
0.8« 
fiiJ.679 
0.156 
0.149 
0.1491-01 

I DEMOTES INITIATING !lilT 

FAILURE RATI 
fiiJ .100!-94 HOURS 
0.1001-03 HOURS 

0.1001-07 HOURS 
0.1001-03 HOURS 
0.109:!-04 HOURS 

MEAN FAULT DURATION 
1 • 00 MONTHS 

0 .500 IIARS 
lll.l00E-01 
1.00 
22.0 
22.9 

MONTHS 
HOURS 
HOURS 

BASIC EVENT DISCRIPT!ON 
TIMER CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 
RELIEF YALif FAILS TO OPERATE 
OPERATOR !AILS TO OPIN SWITCH 
TANK RUPTURES UNIIR LOAD 
GAUGE STUCK OR RIADS LOW 
SWITCH CONTACTS JAIL TO OPEN 



o:l 
I 
~ 

•••••••••••••••••••• PRESSURE TAMI SISTIH -- INTERVAL RILIABILTY ANALYSIS 
STIADT STATI STSTIH CHABACTESTICS 

TOP IVINT RAT! (PER HOUR) • 0.63963[-97 TOP IViNT BATE (PIR TEAR) = 0.56031E-03 
MIAM TIHI TO SYSTEM FAILURI • 0.156331 08 HOURS 1784.6 liARS 
MIAM TIHI TO STSTIH RIPAIR • 720.53 HOURS 30.022 DAYS, 

LIMI!IIG STSTIH UNAlAILIBILITT• 0.460871-04 

HISSIOI TIHI 10.0 H 30.0 T 
IIPJCT MO Ol STSTIH JAIL 0.6401-06 0.1681-01 

******************** 



~ 
I 

(J"I 

•••••••************* PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM -- INTERVAL RELIAEILTI ANALYSIS **~~**************** 
I~ITIATO~ {BARLOV-PROSCHANJ MEASURE 01 BASIC EVlNT IMPORTANCE (MEASURE OF INTERVAL RELIABILITY) 
STE1DI STATE CALCULATIONS 

IMITING SYSTEM UNAVAILIBILITT• 0.46087i-04 
MISSION TIME 10.0 H 30.0 I 
IIPICT 10 01 SISTIM FilL 0.6401-06 ~-168E-01 

. .Ul 
1 
2 

B.&SIC nuT 
TIMlR I 
TAU I 

IMPORTANCI 
0.8·4-4 
0.156 

DEIOTIS INITIATING EVENT 

fAILURE RATE 
9.10U-04 HOURS 
0 .u,.n:-07 HOURS 

MiAN FAULT DURATION 
1.00 MONTHS 
1.00 MONTHS 

BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
TIMER GONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 
TANI RUPTURFS UNtER LOAD 



C::J 
I 

0'1 

******************** PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM -- INTERVAL RELIABILTY ANALYSIS ******************** 
ENABLER (SEQUENTIAL CONTRIBUTORY) BASIC EVENT IMPORTANCE (MEASURE OF INTERVAL RELIABILITY) 

STIADI STATE CALCULATIONS 
tlMITINC STSTIM UNAVAILIEILITI• 0.46087E-04 

MISSIOI TIMI 10.0 H 30.0 I 
IIPICT 10 OF SYSTEM fAIL 1.6401-96 0.1681-01 

lAIII 
1 
2 
3 
4 

BASIC IYINT 
IJALYI 
OPIU.TOI 
GAUGI 
SWITCH 

IMPOR'l'AJICI 
0.843 
0.681 
9.151i1 
9.1511-91 

1 DIIOTIS IliTIATIIG ITIIT 

fAILURE RATE 
IIJ.UJI!IE-03 BOORS 

0 .UU-03 HOURS 
tll.ltlltllE-94 HOURS 

MIAN FAULT DURATION 
0 .500 IFARS 
0 .Uiei:-91 
22.0 HOURS 
22.0 HOURS 

BASIC EVtNT D!SCRIPTION 
RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
OPERATOR FAILS TO OPIN SWITCH 
GAUGE STUCK OR RIADS LOW 
SWITCH CONTACTS JAIL TO OPEN 



C:l 
I 

........ 

******************** PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM -- INTlRVAL RELI!BILTT ANALYSIS ******************** 
INITIATOR (BARLOV-PROSCHAN) MEASURE OF CUT SET IMPORTANCE (MEASURE OF INTERVAL RELIABILITY) 

STEADY STATE CALCULATIONS 
MISSION TIME 0.100E 02H 0.300E 02I 
EXPECT NO OF SYSTEM FAIL 0.640E-06 0.168E-01 

LIMITING SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY: 0.461E~4 
RANK IMPORTANCE 

1 0.680E 11.10 CUT SET 4 MEAN TIME TO OCCURRENCE • 0.22996E 08 HOURS 2625.1 TEARS 

!ASIC EVENT FAILURE RATE MEAN FAULT DURATION BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
OPERATOR 0.101111:-01 OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN SWITCH 
RYALYE 11l.10111E-03 HOURS 0.511.10 TEARS RELIEf YALYE FAILS TO OPERATE 
TIMER I 11.1.1001-04 HOURS 

1. "" 
~ONTHS TIMER CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

2 IIJ.156E 11111.1 CUT SET 1 HIAN TIME TO OCCURRENCE = 0.10111~0E 09 HOURS 11416. TEARS 

BASIC EVENT FAILURE RATE MEAN FAULT DURATION BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
TANI I 0.100E-07 HOURS 1.11.1111 MONTHS TANK RUPTURES UNDER LOAD 

3 0.15111E 00 CUT SET 2 ~AN TIME TO OCCURRENCE = 0.10453E 09 HOURS 11932. TEARS 

BASIC EVENT l"AILURE RATE MEAN FAULT DURATION BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
GAUGE 0.1001:-03 HOURS 22.0 HOURS GAUGE STUCK OR READS LOW 
RHLVE 0. 1001:-03 HOURS 0.500 TEARS RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
Tl MIR I 111. 1001-04 HOURS 1. 00 MONTHS TIMER CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

4 ".150:£-01 CUT SIT 3 MIAN TIME TO OCCURRENCE = 0.10453E 10 HOURS 0.11932E 06 YEARS 

BASIC EVENT FAILURE RATE HUN FAULT DURATION BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
RHLYE li!l.111l0E-03 HOURS 0.500 TEARS RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
SWITCH 0. 100!-1114: HOURS 22.0 HOURS SWITCH CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 
TI HEll I 0.1001-04 HOURS 1.00 I"ONTHS TIME& CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

I DEMOTES IMITIATING EVENT 



c:c 
I 

00 

******************** PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM -- INTERVAL RELIAEILTY ANALYSIS 
FUSSELL-VESELY MEASURE OF CUT SET IMPORTANCE (f".:USURE OF STSTIM UNHULAl!ILTI) 

STEADY STATE CALCULATIONS 
MISSION TIME 0.100E 02H 0.300E 02T 
IIPECT NO OF SYSTIJ1 FAIL 0.6401:-06 0.168E-'H 

LIMITING SYSTEM UNAYAILAl!ILITI= 0.461E-04 
RANI IMPORTANCE 

1 0.679! "" CUT SET 4 
BASIC EVENT FAILURI RATE MEAN FAULT DURATION 

OPERATOR 0.10e.E-01 
RT!LVE 9. 19"E-03 HOURS 0.500 YEARS 
TIMER I 0. 100E-04 HOURS 1.00 MONTHS 

2 0.156[ 00 CUT SET 1 
!ASIC EVENT FAILURE UTI MEAN FAULT DURATION 

TAHI I 0. 1001:-07 HOURS 1. 00 MONTHS 

3 0.14:91: 00 CUT SET 2 
USIC IYEHT FAILURE RATE MEAN FAULT DURATION 

GAUGE 0.100E-03 HOURS 22.0 HOURS 
RYALVI 0.19SI-03 HOURS 0.500 YEARS 
TI11IIl I 0.1001:-04: HOURS 1.00 I"ONTHS 

4 9 .149E-01 CUT SIT 3 
:US IC iYEHT FAILURE RATE MIAN FAULT DURATION 

RHLV.i 9.100E-03 HOURS 0.500 TEARS 
SWITCH 0. 100i-04 HOURS 22.0 HOURS 
TIHIR I 9. 1001:-04 HOURS 1.00 ~ONTHS 

I DEMOTES INITIATING EVENT 

~!SIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN SWITCH 
RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
TIMER CONTACTS FAIL TO OPIN 

EASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
TANI RUPTURES UNDER LOAD 

:BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
GAUGE STUCK OR READS LOY 
RELIEI VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
TIMER CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 

:BASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 
RELIEI VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE 
SWITCH CONTACTS FAIL TO OPEN 
TIMIR CONTACTS FAIL TO OPIN 

******************** 



REFERENCE TABLE FOR MIN CUT StTS 
ORDIR 1 2 3 

10. 01 MIN CUT SETS 1 0 3 

10. 01 Hll CUT SITS • 4 

c:l CUT SIT NO. ORDIR B.A.SIC .EUNTS I 
c.o 1 1 U.Nl!: 

2 3 GAUGE HVALVi TIMER 
3 3 RHLVE SWITCH TIMER 
4 3 OPERATOR RV.!LU TIMER 
1 1 TAIII 
2 3 GAUGE iHLU TIMER 
3 3 RHLVE Slit ITCH TIMER 
6 3 OPERATOR iULH TIMER 



APPENDIX C 

FT AP MODIFICATION 

Four lines need to be added to FT AP so that both FT AP and GATE can accept 

the same input. As is indicated on the next page, one line needs to be added 

after line 470 and three lines after line 710. 

C-1 



r 

c 
c 

--------;:..;' 
_ , ___ T.. , ...... ..., ... L. ~.-v 1 __________ ___. 27 ~ 

.... .1. I I,:.,\~ J. Vl~ ru .!.' J... J. t ~) ' l ~I G ( 0: 'r:.:) i L~ (2 't; '!; "i."I ( ~6) 'KEy .:::r. K ( 26 ) 9 lll E)' zs~ 
l:iA~~A(2,1 ),:FLOATA(l) . z£'t 
LO~ICAL ER~,SFRB1,5fRR2 ~JV 
LOGICAL ~!G 51~ 
LCGICAL ~YASRS,MCDSIZ 32~ 
LCGICAL 'l'REl,.XS'::'F:T,lROCES,ALL,F~It-'E,NFLSCN,.ALLI~EL.rSDCNN,~StJI, 2,~e, 
lMSONlY,~UAL,UPWA~r,~INCHK,MSPR~T,MS?~CE,PNCE,PRNT,IMPORT, 34 1

e· 

2PL0T,DLALF.,IMPORE ~5 
LOGICAL ~IY~HK,FIRST,DERR,CARC,ENDTR,RSTRT,ENTRY,CKCTNU,MSINST, ~6e 

lALLt-'·CI;, CEM, CE, c:., DI SPLA 3'1 ~ 
:EQliiVALENCE (IA(l),TLCATA(l))· ·~6~ 
EQUIVALENCE (IA(l),~AMA(1,1)) ~9 
DATA NKEY,KEY/26, 4E*TRE,4H*XEQ,4ETRUE,4HFALS,4F.PROC,4BALL , ~ 0 

14E PRIM, 4HN EL S, 4l:iALL N, 4.H MSDO ,4F.MS UP ,4E~'I:K:F', 4E~ SON ,4BDUAL ,4EUP ~.A, 4 ~ 
243MINC,4RMSPR,4HSTAT,4HDSTA,4RMSPU,4HPUNC,4BNOPR,4EMAXS,4R~ODS, 4~ 
34HIMP0,4HFLOT/ 4• 

DATA NENDTR,NELK,NL1MIT,NENDJO,IELK,IDSB!4EENDT,4E ,4ELIMI, t 
14HENDJ,1B ,1E-/ 

4 DATA NSE,IOFF,IRUN,FIRST,XSTRT,ENDTR,RSTRT/0,0,0,.TRUE.,.FALSE., 
1 .FALSE. , . TRUE./ 

DATA NFTAP,NDlALI/4EFTAP,4HDUAL/ 
lJ~.Tf TSTA3S/~F*':c I <.J>--

TEE FOLLOWING Ti\'C STA'l'EMFNTS MA\i A'HILABLI: TO THF PF.OGnA~ 'IB:f 
TEE LENGTH 01 TilE ~CRK ARRAY AND TEl NU~EER OF EITS LESS 1 IN 
A MAC H I N E ~; 0 ~I. 

DATA IASIZF/2C000/ 
LWCRD=31 
CARC =.FALSI. 
NG N =l-
ERR=.FALSI. 
SERR1 =.F'ALSE. 
SE.rtR2 =.FALSE. 
IF1=~ 
IF'2=0 
IF3=e 
iliRITI(6,1101) 

1101 FORMA':'(1H1,49EF'AULT TREE ANALYSIS PROGRAM VERSICN ONE MOD ONI, 
139X,41EOPIRATIONS HFSEARCE CENTER IV C :BERKELEY//) 
'.I.'RIT:F(6,11~2) 

1102 
c 

FOR~1AT(1B0,16RFAt1.T TREE INPUT/) 

c RFAD PROGRAM INPUT. 
HH R E 1i D ( 5 , 1 H~ :.3 , EN D= 7 e 2 ) ( t~ F F LD ( J j , J = 1 , 2 ) , ( I L ( I ) , I = 1 , S ) , ( I N E G ( I ) , 

1 ( N S t' LL ( J , I ) , J = 1 , 2) , I = 1 , 6 ) ' 
11Z3 FORMAT(2A4,2X,BA1,1X,6(A1,2A4,1l)) 

D~C ODE ( 2, 12:.34~, N FFL D) I C!L4RS .st;,<;...---
12~45 FORt" AT (A? l ~41(~-

(. 
D' I I STARS. Fr. I~cARS) GC TQ 1('1 •E;~-

C***~ THE FCLLOWING STATFMENT, ~3ICH CElCKS FCR FND CF INFUT FILl, 
C IS NOT ACCIPTAELE TO AlL FORTrlAN CO~FILIR~. 
C IF(E0!(5j.NE.0) GO 'IO 702 

c 
c 
c 

I F ( lv F F L D ( 1 ) • E C • N EN DJ C ) G 0 T 0 7 0 ~ 

IF FAULT TR:EI SPICIFICATION IS COMPL1rl, PROCESS OPTION IN
STRUCTIONS. 

IF(ENDTR) GO TO 201 
~·?.I T I ( 6 , 110 4 ) ( IH FL I ( J ) , J = 1 , 2 ) , ( I L ( I ) , I"" 1 , 8) , ( I!i E G ( I ) • 

1 { f, S F LD ( J , I ) , J = 1 , 2) , I = 1 , 6 ) 
1H~4 F'CRt-',AT(SX,2A4,.ZX 1 8.i.1,1X,6\Al ,2A4,1!)J 

IF(I~FFLL(l).NE.NlLl:) GO TC 107 
, IF( .t:CT.!'IRST) GC TC 13.2 

iolwl'T'-rf"' 11r.u::\ C-2 



APPENDIX D 

IMPORTANCE OUTPUT FOR CHLORINE VAPORIZER 



... 

tHE IMPORTANCE COMPUTER COO£ • bEVE~OPEO FOR DUPONT COMP. ~y T~RA CORP•• SYSTEM SA~ETf AND RELIAAILtTY GROIIPa ....................................................................................................................... 
***** OLD VAPORIZER -. IMPORTANr.E JI - E-10 LIMIT ***** ----·---------- ------------- ... -- -· -- . ·----- --- ---- ---- . --------------------------- - --

............................................................................................ , ...•.....•..•....•......... 

INPOT DATA OPTION 4 
FAILURE RATE INPUT -- MEAN TIME TO FAILURE 

--------- - ----------. ------ ----------- --· ___ .!. _____ _ 

STEADY STATE CALCULATIONS ; 

"fxp~~i~~ NUMBE~-tif fi~LtiREi fA~CtiLiitD ro~ Tl~~ : ?O.OOl 
. -· --·-- ····-- ... , __________ -.:,;:,_.:;.,. -------~·----!..:.:._:~~----

"iHiHHii•HHHii.iHHd$$i$$$$$HiHUH$h$h$H$t$Hi$h$$HUt · · ··· ,·.· · ---·-··----------· -

•• BASIC ~~ENT OPTIONS USED ** 
INITIATOR ENABLER 

CRITICA- UPGRADING fUSS~LL- CBARLOW- (CONTRIR-

I. ... 
-·*--- .!:...__ _____________ • ______ .. ______ _ 

··eiRNOAUM--;- tit! -~F'UNctioN"-vtsttr- --PRoscifA·;cr- uToRH. ~i'JtRiifriiifAL"--.-.- . ~, . . . ... · · , ·. 
• '·;.' . • I 

NO NO NO . NO YES .. n:s NO 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -- - ... ---------- . - -- ------· -- --·· . -- -- . --- --------------·-·-;-···.- .. --~ ---------------,-,.-, -~.~-.,-:-; -..~,...,,,..__,..._--..---

•~ MIN CUT SET OPTIONS USED *• 
INITIATOR 

CBARLOW-PROSCHAN) 
------------.,-------

YES 

FUSSELL-VESF.:LY 

NO 

------ - - - . -- --- -- --- ---- - - . - - -- . . -

'''I ~ . J • ~ •• 

.. ··········--···------·-..:..------· 

-----..--..,.....,.-------,~--- --- ··-·- -----·--·-

- -- .. __ ._ __________ --L----------·-..... -------------·- ·-· ---·· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
·PiAxi.Cul'i-cur-sEr oRDER roR THE-siRLow~PRoscHu--14f:AsuR£ oF-· cii_;;··sF:i'-IPiPoRruce: =- to ·-.------ ·-·-------- -------·-· 

_INtORMAT!ON ON.DETAILED_CUT SET OUTPUT·- NM :100_ AND FACTOR :.ntOO 

~--··-··---- ·-·· ·- --·-··-·- --

0 
I 

.. -- -1 

.. I 

"_I 

l 

-·1 

1 

l 
--1 . 

'' 

... , 



[:_.~ .. ~::·--~:~:·::·~~~.--- .--------- ..... OLD VAPORIZER • I"PORTANCE 1I • t•!O LI~tT ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• -~1 
** BASIC EVENT DATA ** 

(__ -~~.A: A~~~~~ -_ --~-~~~~;~~~RA~lO;- ·- -~~~~ ~- -~~~8-~~~--~-~P.SC~~~T l.QN-- -- --~~-- -

50.00 YEARS 0.00 YEARS E500 f,OSF. AIR - SYSTEM 
50.00 YEARS . 0.00 YEARS E505 f,O ATR - SYSTEM 
30.00 YEARS 0~00 YEARS t;506 I.OSF: 24'1 - SYSTE114 

c-20."00-YEARS o·:oo-YEARS ___ E507 ______ -- ----- 1,0 ?4V ~- SYSTEN ----·--

------ -- !~:~~ ~~:=~ -- ~------ ~: ~~ ~~::~- . -~~~~ . ~ -'·-. : . -· =~::: ':_• __ · ~;~~~ ·-·-- ·-- -----~---------. __ ;-
----- ·---·----

__ _I 
20.00 YEARS 0.50 YF:ARS E702 * $SV-A VENT BLOCKED 
80.00 YEARS 0.50 YEARS E703 $ $R-qqq ~ISC FLS SRUT 

120.00 YEARS 0.50 YEARS E704 * •R-qqq CONTACTS WELD.ED 

C
-70.00-YEARS ... : · 0.50--JEARS-- ElOS- . -.--.u-qqq--SHORT£0·-- -----'-::---,------
60.00 YEARS . 0&50 YEARS . E706 · * , $R-qq~ JUMPERED ' . 

__ __35.00 YEARS ___ .:_ __ , _____ 0.50 YEARS __ E707 __ :. · $ .· --'·- $TS•f'i? .. _.:_· lill5C P'LS. SHU't__~- ~-~~-'-_:_ 
35.00 YEARS 0.50 YEARS E708 $ *TS-6? IHSSET - .. --,--

_ _] 
40.00 YEARS 0.50 YEARS E709 * $TS-6? SHORTED 
20.00 YEARS 0.50 YEARS E710 • $TS-67. OPF.:N INPUT 

r----35.00-Y~ARS · . 0~50-YEARS ___ Ell7. ,.:· ·. * ·: *LS;..f'i?A~IUSC--P'Aii.S-Ct.mn:o ;:.. 

L_ __ !~:~~ ~~:=~. --------~:~~_;~::: _______ g}:_ --~~~ _:_ .. ·.:.~· !t::~~:_ --=~~=~~o~---···_. :L.:.... -·-""''-- _ .. 
35.00 YEARS 0.50 YEARS E720 $ *TS-~A MISC FAILS CLOSED 

--- . ------l 

35.00 YEARS 0.50 YEARS E721 * *TS-6A MlSSET 
40.00 YEARS· 0.50 YEARS E722 * · $TS-6A SHORTED 

C
2o. o o-YEARs o ;o o -itA Rs-~E72l- . ~· ,..:~- • ~-•Tr-,;A--.-.--,n sc ·rA:-:t""L,...,s"'·...,H~t.--.·-,,_.,.(,...,.-. _,... __ ..,.:-,;"'"'-· :,_.·.-.__,.. _,.,.._:.-.,.--_,---'----,-----· 
]0.00 YEARS 0.01 YEARS £724 $ . *TT-f'IA STUCK · ., .. · , _. .. , 
10.00 YEARS ... ---·-----. __ 0.01 YEARS ---·-· f:725_~~~-~:_;_ ___ • ____ :; _ _. •TT·,;~ ·.· •. LOW_ AIR_ .0 ),O~AIJ~-~-'_:__l._:~~~--:_:: __ ..; ___ __ 

~----- ---- ----l 
20.00 YEARS 0.00 Y~ARS E726 * •PV-~7 STUCK 
10.00 YEARS 0.00 Y~ARS E727 * $PV-~7 LOW -IR - LOCAL 
45.00 YEARS 0.50 YEARS E728 •· •SV•R STUCK 

r---2o.oo -YEARS '0~-50 -TEARS ___ E729 -._~$sv~i\ ---VENf--BLOCKEO 

L ___ . ~~:~~ !~::~ -- -------~:~~ ~~::~ -' ____ g~~ ---J~---.: --~- ---- ;t~=:~:t ~~~~I( G~~~E ________________ _:. __ .... 
60.00 YEARS 0.00 YEARS E732 * *LC-~?-1 GAGE WOUND-UP 

.... -------l 
40.00 YEARS 0.01 YEARS £733 * *L-6?-2 LO 24V - LOCAL 
40.00 YEARS 0.01 YEARS E734 $ ·~·6?-2 RI RESISTANCE . 

[

----30.00 YEARS . O.(H -YEARS ---E735·----·-: -------. J,-6?•2 -STUCK - .. ' 
40.00 YEARS 0.01 YEARS E7)6 L•6?•2 OUTPUt LEAK. 

____ IO.OO_YEARS. __________ 0.00 YEARS E137 ______ . ----- f,-6?-2. __ LOSE AIR- LOCAL ____________________ _ 
----_---~~ ==~~----~----.. -.. ---- -- . --: J 

40.00 YEARS 0.00 YEARS E738 t-6?-2 LOSE 24V - LOCAL 
20.00 YEARS 0.00 YF.AR5 E739 L-6?-2 LOSE INPUT 
40.00 YEARS 0.00 YEARS E740 L•6?•2 MISC ~AIL LO 

1
60.00-YEARS o·:oo-YEAR5 ----- EHI-----------,,-6':i~2 -SHORT -INPUT:-· 
20.00 YEARS . 0.00 YEARS E742 L-6?-2 REVERSE POLARITY 
40.0~ YEARS 0.01 YEARS E74l LT-~? HI LOOP RESISTAHC[ 

0 40.00 YEARS-------- -. 0.00. YEARS E144 J,T-6? GROUND 
~ 30.00 YEARS 0.01 JF.ARS E745 $ *LT-~? STUCK 

JO.OO YEARS 0.00 YEARS EH6 J,T-fll? MlSC P'AILS LO . 
---3o~oo-YEARS o·.oo -YEARs·---- EH7 _____ --- · -- - t.t-,.,-- --- RF:VERSE POLAR~-----·-----· 

40.00 YEARS 0.00 YEARS E748 Lf-~? LOSE LOCAL POWER 
0.0 0.0 CONSTP E'f-49 $ J,T-,;? 

20.00 YEARS 0.01 YEARS E750 $ $TG-~A 
20.00 YEARS 0.01 YEARS £751 $ $TT-~R 
20.00 YEARS 0.00 YFARS E752 $ $TT-,;A 

---40. 00--YEARS-------- 0.00 YEARS ·F;753 t •r.A-f'i? 

STIJCit 
STUCK 
FAILS Hl 
NO ALARM 

-------. -----_1 

---- --------------· ·----- --. l 
~ 



... 

-------~ ------··· 

········~··········· ttttt OLD VAPORIZER • IMPORTANCE li • E-id LIMit ••••• • ••••••••••••••••••• 
~tEArii iT~f~ iY~tE~ i~iRiC~~STlCS 

------ -- -- -----------
TOP EVE~T RATE (PER HOUR) e .74909£-04 TOP £VENT RATE fP£R TEAR) : .65620 

"EAN TIM~ TO SYSTEM FAILURE : 13Jl7. HOURS t. 5274 YEARS 

MEAN TIME TO SYSTEM REPAIR : 12.932 HOURS .5346A 
--------- -----·- ---·- ------ ---------. ··-- -------- --1 - __ __!~AlS ._ ·----------------·---···- .. 

LIMITING SYSTEM UHA~AILIBILITt:. o96125E•03 

MISSION TIME 20.0 J 
---EXPECT NO of"· sls'fE:irr"Ali.-T3.l·----------. --. ---:···--- ---------- ~~------:-----·---- .... ------------- ···-

0 
I 

-W 

_,. ________ -·--·--- ----------------------- -

-----------------

----------------------------- -------- ·- ----------·-------~--~---· 

--------------------·· --- -·- ------------------- ------------

·---l 
··-··] 

---] 

. J· 
--1 

----l 
.. "l 

1 

] 
"" -, 



) -f 
l-

•••••••••••••••••••• ttttt O~D VAPORIZER - IMPORTANCE II • E-10 LlMlT ••••• 
--·--···-···---· ·--- -· ---···-··-·-

INITIATOR (BARLOW-PROSCHAN) MEASURE Of BASIC EVENT IMPORTANCE 

________ STEADY __ SJ~TF; __ CALCU_L_ATJONS __ 

[_ -~IMI~~N~ SYST~M ~MAY~-~~~81-~UYc .96125£·0~ 
-----------,--

EXPECT NO Of SYSTEM FAIL 13.1 
MISSION.TIME 20.~ y 

• ••••••••••••••••••• 

c-:N~- -~~S~-~~-E-NT_ -~M~ORTANCE~- ~EA~~~~---~0 F~-~-~~~~- ~E~~- FA~f,T OU~~T~~N- -~-~----~~~~~~-~-~~E-~;-~~~C~~p;~~:-----·--
I E746 1 .148 10.0 YEARS .685~-03 YEARS LT-62 MISC FAILS ~0 
1 E737 I .148 10.0 TEARS .685F.-03 YEARS L-62-2 LOSE AIR - LOCAL 
2 E139 1 .742E-01 20.0 TEARS .685£-03 YEARS L-62-2 LOSE INPUT 

C
2 ---E742 ---~--. 742E:O:ot-_ 2o.o---~JEARS----. ----.685F:.;,03 -YEARS--L-62.:2-RE:n:iiSE-Poi.A'ifiTY ______ --------
3 E767 I .524E-01 -- 10.0 YEARS .221fE•03 YEARS . LC-62-1 LOSE AIR - LOCAL 
4 ___ EH 7 _____ I ___ • 495£-01 _ 30.0 :. YEARS _. 6951':•03 YEARS . _____ LT-62 ____ ,REVERSE _POLARifJ_ _ ____ ._ _ · 
4 E506 I .495E-01 30.0 YEARS .285F:-04 YEARS LOSE 24V - SYSTEM 
5 E736 I .37JE-01 40.0 YEARS .548F.-02 YEARS L-62-2 OUTPUT LEAK 
5 E740 I .371E-01 40.0 YEARS .6RSF:-03 YEARS L-62-2 MISC fAIL LO 

C
5--EHB-.--I--.3iiE:~01-40.0 --YEARS _____ 685F:-03-YF.ARS--LT-62 --LOSE -LOCAL POWER ------------ .. ----
5 E73B I .371E-01 40.0 YEARS .685F:-03 YEARS . L-62-2 LOS~ 24V • LOCAL 

_____ 5 EH4 I ___ .371E-01 ·-- 40.0 __ : ___ YEARS_.. _ .• 685F;•Ol _YEARS _ LT•62 _____ GROUND ___ ------- __ 
6 E500 I .297E-01 50.0 YEARS .2115~-03 YEARS LOSE AIR - SYST~M 
7 F:781 I .162E-01 20.0 YEARS .21RF.-Ol YEARS LC-62-1 MISC fAILS be 
7 E768 I .262E-Ot 20.0 YEARS .218~-0J YEARS LC-62·1 OUTPUT LEAK 

~
---,-- E7(,6 --~---.l62E~OI--20.0 ___ TEARS .--·----. 22~F:.;,03 -Y~ARS --pf:..780--fAtLS-Jfi-- '----

8 EHt I .247E-Ol 60.0 YF;ARS .6115F:-03 YEAIIS . ~-62•2 SHORT ·tNPUT. ' . 
. _. 9 E765 I .17SE•01 30.0 _YEARS .211!~•03 YEARS _ PR•Gi ··"- FAILS_Hi ______________ .. 

9 E170 I .175E•01 30.0 YEARS .728F:-03 YEARS LC-62-1 MANUAL LOADING(•IOl 
9 E769 I .175E•01 30.0 YF.ARS .118~-03 YEARS LC-62•1 SET POINT(•IO) 
9 __ E764 __ L__.J]5E~01 __ 30.0 ____ YEARS ______ .Jt4F.-03 __ YE;ARS~-LY~62 ___ REVER$E_I>-,-., ___ _ 

1 10 E771 I .t31E•01 40.0 YEARS .• 114P.•03 YEARS LV-62 FAILS OPEN 
11 E176 I .156E-02 20.0 YEARS .tt4F.-03 YEARS P800(+i0) · 

_ 12 ESOS I _ ..• BHE-05· 50.0 · ____ YEARS .114E-03 YEARS __ LO AiR.~_Sl'ST£111 __ . ________ _ 
13 E735 I .742E-OS 30.0 YEARS .54RF;-02 YEARS ~-62•2 STUCK 
14 E14J I .591E-OS 40.0 YEARS .548F:·02 TEARS LT-62 HI LOOP RESISTANCE 

1 

~~- ~:.~~::~~~ITI~:•_••=~~~~-_oo __ 2_9_.CL___Y~ARs ______ .p 4F;~o_J .!EA_Rs __ Ln_a•.- ~rsr••_ --- -.. 

,----
0 
I 

rO> 

--l 
I 

-

-- -._1 

_] 

------1 

--l 

--- ~-l 

- ----, 



r-;~~t•t-•unuu•~~U _--------~----. Ut;t- OLD VAPORIZER - IMPORT~~~-~--~; ::-t-10 -~~:-~;--:.~_~:·~~--. 
·- - ENABLER (SEQUENTIAL CONTRinUTORYJ BASIC EY~NT JMPORTANrE 

·············~······ 

STEADI STATE CALCULATIONS 

~
-- - -·- --· - --- ·-·---_-----·-· - -·---------- ----·---·-

IMITJNG SYSTEM UNAVA1Ll8ILJTY: .96125£·03 . 
·- EXPECT NO rif' SYSTEM FAiL-- ··u.t -

MISSION TIME 20.0 I 

(_-__ R-A~K _ ;~·~Ic_ t~E~~~ ~~~u~r~-~cr __ --M~--~ _ TI~~ r~-;~~~-~~~ - ~~~~-r-Au-,~~ ~u-~~uow·:------~s;s-~-~-,.;~--~EScRIPTION 
I E759 .920 .0 .800 r.~NiiP i~6~~~~~i~6~it ~0 ~~i4 ~ j9jb 
2 E763 .916 .0 .900 r.ONSTP $NO OPR RESPONSE TO SRJ4 
3 E774 .143 .0 .tOO r.ONSTP *OPERATOR RUSI 

[

-- l--E7H ------•• u-------.6 ------------ --· .1 oo .. -- --.r.oNstP --.nPru'i'oii iiot PRfstrat:-- --
l E772 .14~ .o .100 r.ONSTP *WRONG OPERATOR RESPONSE-

-- 4 F:760 . _ .• ~89E•Ol ____ .o .100 r.nNSTP $NO OPR RI':SPONSi!: TO 8914 C. 8819 
5 E775 .7J5E-Ot .o .5oo~-ot r.oNsTP tOPERATOR -- pijJsc No RESPoiilsr -------
6 E161 .419£•01 .0 .800 rONSTP *NO OPR RESPONSE TO 5820 
1 E758 .20IE•01 .0 .100 r.ONSTP *NO OPR RESPONSE TO S920 ' S819 

C 
8-E757- -.136E:-ot--20:o--TEARS _____ .soo -----YEARS --.it.s:62 ---op@:ij iNPUt- - -----· -- ~-----. 
9 1::755 l777E•02 )5.0 YEARS .500 \'EARS *1..5 .. 62 : MISSET 
9 E154 .777E-02 35.0 YEARS' .500 \'EARS *L5•62 . ·MISC FAILS 

---·10- E756 -· --· - --.680£-02--40.0 -------YEARS--- - ·---- .500 YEARS- ... $LS•62 -·--SHORTEll . --------
11 E780 .BlE-02 .0 .soor::-01 r.nNSTP *LC-62•1 ON MANilA~.. 
12 E751 .286£-03 10.0 YEARS .549~·02 YEARS *TT-68 STUCK 

[ 

12 -- Eno _---.286E_;-03--20.0 --YEARS _______ .54111':.:.02--\'EARS --. --.TG;;,fill--r--ST-UCK _____ ----- -- ------ -- --------
1) f-:145 .124F.:-Ol lO.O IF;ARS .54111':•02 YEARS *LT-62 .. STUCK 

____ 14 EHS __ .. 1 __ .• ltlE-03 _lO.O ______ YEARS_, ____ ......• S4111':-02_YEARS ... L~62:2 ___ STUCK _______________ _ 
15 1::721 .942E•04 10.0 TEARS .6R5P.-03 YEARS *PV-67 LOW AIR - LOCAL 
16 F.743 I .931E-04 40.0 YEARS .5481':·02 YEARS LT-62 HI LOOP RESISTANCE 
17 E734 8)1E•04 40.0 YEARS .54Ar::-02 YEARS *L-62-2 HI RESISTANCE 

[

-. --17--E7H .8)i£:o4--4o.o-- YEARS-----------~5411i::-02 -YURS---.L.:.62~2--LOl4V • LiJCAi. _______ -- .. ---------------
18 ~726 .458E•04 20.0 YEARS .6~5F.•Ol TEARS •PV-67 STUCK 
19 E752 .258E•04 20.0 TEARS .685F;-03 YEARS •tt-68 FAILS Hi 

--·-- 20. E753-- --- .7CHE-05·--·4o.o' ---·TEARS .61JSF:-Ol YF.:ARS $(,A-62 ____ NO ALARi4 ------
21 E7H .427E-05 10.0 YEARS .6~'>1':-03 YEARS *LC-62-t LEAK GAGE· 
22 E767 I .237E-05 JO.O Y~ARS .21AF.-03 YF:ARS LC-62-1 LOSE AIR • LOCAL 

1

·--23 E507 ---~---.845E~06-20.0 ____ YEARS. ---- .lt4F.•03 'fF;ARS ___ L0-24'1 -;-:SJSTEJIII -----

24 E505 l .781E-06 50.0 TEARS .114F.-03 YEARS LO AIR • SYSTEM 
__ 25 E781 1 .640E•06 20.0 YEARS .22RF:-03 YEARS LC-62-I __ MJSC FAIL~ LO 

25 E168 I .640E-06 20.0 YEARS .221Jf;-0] YF:ARS LC-62-t OUTPUT LEA~ 
2S E766 I .640E-06 20.0 JF.:ARS .21.1J~·Ol YEARS PT-190 rAI~S HI 
26 f.770 I .421E-06 )0.0 IF:ARS .178F.-OJ TEARS LC-62-1 IIIIANUAL I.OADJNG(•UH 

(26 - E769----I--.421E:,06--JO.O ---·- YEARS .1211r::-Ol YEARS. ----LC-62·1--·SET POiNTC•iOl 
I 26 E765 I .427E-06 30.0 YEARS .21A~-0) YEARS PR•Gt fAlLS ~~ 

::J 
I 
,J1 

27 E164 I .212E•06 30.0 YEARS .ti4F:-OJ YF.ARS LV-62 REVERS~O 
28 E71b I .204E-06 20.0 TEARS .114F:-OJ YEARS PAOO(+iOl 
29 E771 I .159E-06 40.0 TEARS .tt4F:-03·YF:ARS ~Y-62 fAILS OPF.N 

----- -- ------------------- ---
I DENOTES INITIATING EVENT 

--·-·- --, 

-_] 

---] 

__ ] 

-] 

-· ---1 

--l 
- . - - --~ 

-l 
" - .. , 



, 

o' c:~~-~-~.~-.... ; ... ~··:~_:•-... .. u.-u OLD VAPORIZER - INPO~T~~~-E--~-~--- ~ •• -;:1~~--.~-~U ~~~~- ... 
l -- . INITIATOR (UARLUW•PROSCHANl MEASURE Of CUT SET IMPORTANCE 

( . 

( 

STEADY STATE CALCULATIONS 

[ 
. ~X~ECT NO OF ~YSTE~ ~Al~----~. DIE+02 
MISSION TIME · · 0.200rt02l 

-·L-iMITING SYSTEM U-NAVAILABi-LITY= 0.961E-Ol 

RANK IMPORTANCE 

I_ ~~.122E+00 CUT~SE:·--~-- :.-~·:AN- ::~E- T-0 OCCURRENCE = .t09~tE+06 HOURS 12.'5.12_ JEUS 

[----- 8ASIC_~VENT 

EH6 I 
E76l 

MEA~ __ T_IME __ TO_F~_I~UR~- __ MEAN FAULT OURATTON 

0.100E+02 YEARS 
o.o 

0.001 YEAR~ 
0.900 CON:iTP 

___ R~~I_C_ EVE_N! __ ~~SC.R~~-~!€!~-.---

LT-6?. IIIISC FAILS LO 
*NO OPR RESPONSE TO 8914 

o.t22E+OO CUT SET 131 MEAN TIME TO OCCURRENCE: .t0961E+06 HOURS 12.'512 YEARS 

[
---------------

bASIC EVENT 

--· ElJi I 

E76l 

MEAN TIME TO rAILURE 

-. -- o~·ioof::to2 YEARs 
o.o 

MEAN fAULT QURATION 

o.ooi YEARs 
0.900 CONSTP 

RASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 

. -- t-62-2- - tosf:· Hli ~- tocii..·--·- ---
•No OPR RESPONSE ·TO S814 

• ••••••••••••••••••• 

[--- i -o~t22i::+iio-·cutsET. -6TPIE:i,.- 1-i"ME:--ro· occtiRRtNcf ·: T~ io9,;ii:+o61ioifRs-12:sn---r!ifi_s ________ ------ -----

-- ~ASIC EVENT ~~AN iiME TO fAILURE MEAN FAULT DURATiON - RASIC ~VENT ~~st~I~ii~N-· 

,-

E746 J O.IOOE+02 YEARS 0.001 YF.ARS 'LT-62 MISC fAILS LO 

L.~. ~::::o:-;uT sEr 0 • 

0 -u~ ~~~" n~E To ~~~~-R:::::· ~
0

"~::~~::::- :::~:Es::~:~~ ~
0

- -

88 ::a:s 3m---
BASIC EVENT MEAN TIME TO fAILURE 

1

------.- E137. .-------. O.~OOE+~2 -YF.ARS 

_____ E759 _ ··-- __ 0.0 _ 

MEAN FAULT OURATJUN 

0.001 YI'.:AR5 
0.800 CONSTP 

BASIC __ tv~N~ _O~S5=_R_I_P_T_I!J_N _____ _ 

L-62-7 LOSE AIR • LOCAL 
•NO OPR RESPONSE 10 5914_~ 5920 

2 0.609F.-OI CUT SET 111 MEAN TJMF. TO OCCURRENCE: .71977Et06 HOURS 25.02'5 \'F. US 

~----:A-~~~ EVENT 

0 
I 

"" -

E7J9 
E76l 

MEAN TIME Tri fAILURE MEAN FAULT OliRATTON BASIC EVENT OESCIUP'UON 

0.200E+02 YF.ARS 
0.0 

·-------.-

0.001 YF:ARS 
O.AOO CONSTP 

[,-62-7 LIISE INPUT 
tNO OPR RESPONSE TO S814 

~ I_ 

2 0.60QE-Ol CUT SET 81 MEAN TIME TU UCCURRfHCE : .71977Et06 HOURS ~~.ii~ iF.ARS 

\ •• RASIC EVENT M~;AN TIME TO FIIILURF: MEAN FAULT OIIRATTf)N 

E742 ___ I ____ 0.200Et01 YF:ARS 0.001 YF:ARS 

~ASIC EVENT DESCRIPTION 

L-62-1. RF:VER~E POLARITY 

. - . 


